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The role of the school principal over the last century has
experienced a complex evolution.

Today, a principal's position is a

multifaceted job revolving around demands from students, faculty,
parents, community members, and state officials.
Educational leaders have the opportunity today to move forward and
work on a vision which will reform schools and our society in ways which
will improve the world.

Principals must build a group vision, develop

quality educational programs, provide a positive instructional
environment, apply evaluation processes, analyze and interpret outcomes,
and maximize human resources.
Some principals have found ways to share a vision and encourage
and empower faculties to reflect and analyze the status quo.
Articulation and communication of a shared vision is imperative if
schools are going to move forward toward reform.
This dissertation will study how principals empower their
faculties to create reform.

The purpose of the study is to answer the

following questions:

TV

1.

What qualities must a school principal possess to be a change

agent and foster reform in schools?
2.

How does the presence of an educationally reform minded principal

encourage faculty participation in educational reform?
3.

How does an educationally reform minded principal encourage the

involvement of students and parents?
Four principals were nominated by their peers countywide as
principals who were models of creating and fostering school reform.
This study interviews the four principals and faculty, parents, and
students from each of the principals' schools.
Studying principals who are models of school reform will inspire
and educate other principals toward taking risks toward reform.

This

study will provide important information as to exactly how principals
can create and foster educational reform.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Background of the Problem

The role of the school principal over the last century in the
United States and abroad has experienced a complex evolution.

Once a

simple, clearly stated mandate guided principals toward a few black and
white, easily accomplished duties.
to teach and manage a school.

Small towns hired principal-teachers

Principals rang the school bell, taught a

small group of ungraded students, and maintained the school house.

As

our society slowly became industrialized and more populated, schools,
and the populace's expectations of schools, both grew.

More students,

larger communities, bigger buildings, diversified subjects, and parental
expectations all contributed toward the principal's position transform¬
ing from one of a head teacher and school master or mistress to a fullfledged, administrative, multifaceted position.

School principals

became responsible for in-service training, evaluations, building
maintenance, visiting classes, and fiscal accounting.

By 1900, most

large city principals had moved into a career completely free of
teaching duties.

Their day was intensely filled with myriad of admin¬

istrative responsibi 1 ities (Saxe, 1968).
Universities in the early 1920s began formal training in educa¬
tional management.

Communities began to institute requirements for

incoming principals and applicants were assumed to have appropriate
administrative training for the principal’s position (Callahan, 1962).
Administrative efficiency, foresight, and overall leadership skills
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replaced the former expectation of the principal as needing solely to be
an excellent teacher of fine moral character.
The National Ccrrmission for the Principal ship (1990) agreed with
earlier sources (Cooper, 1962, Gorton, 1970) which stated that the
principal must be manager, instructional leader, disciplinarian, con¬
flict mediator, public relations expert, and change agent all within the
same day.

He or she must constantly change hats from one hour to the

next, depending on what issues emerge during the school day.

Fragnenta-

tion often dictates the principal's actions and reactions to multiple
situations.

Demands from students, faculty, parents, community members,

and state officials complicate any hope of a smooth, predictable working
day for a principal.

This position now requires one to be effective on

many different levels.

One must be an administrative generalist to be

able to handle all the diversified expectations of the position.

Statement of the Problem

The principal of today is constantly torn between being an effec¬
tive manager and an inspirational leader.

When Gorton reviewed the

literature he determined that six major roles were proposed:

(1) man¬

ager, (2) instructional leader, (3) disciplinarian, (4) human relations
facilitator, (5) change agent, (6) conflict mediator (1976).
roles are still evident today.

These

Hodgkinson in 1991 and Chance and Grady

in 1990 both concurred that focusing on only one or two aspects of the
position is not enough.

A well-run and wel1-organized school will lack

visionary and instructional leadership.

Principals must pay attention
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to staff development, guidance, curriculum design and evaluation, and
resource allocation.

Attention to the many facets of the position is

essential to the position of principal.
Today's principals have not been educated to create change,
restructuring, or reform.
does not rock the boat.

Many school districts support a principal who
School districts have wanted steady, middle of

the road, status quo within the role of their school adninistrators
(Nottingham, 1983).

John McCall, from the Institute of Government at

the University of North Carolina (1988) indicates that principals often
do have a difficult time being the key players in reform.
However, the possibilities for creating and supporting change in
our educational arena today seem endless.

Educational leaders have the

opportunity to profoundly influence the lives of children for more hours
per week than any institution except that of the family.
also passes on to the parents of students.

This influence

Principals who direct chil¬

dren’s schools, now more than ever, have the responsibility to move for¬
ward and work on the vision that will reform our school and our society
in ways which will improve our world.

The opportunities for the in¬

fluence of the education of children seem ever present in today's world
of complaints and criticisms of the educational system.
Constantly pulled between management and leadership concerns, the
principal must find ways to focus on the critical task of school reform.
The principal must begin to take steps to comprehend and create change.
The tasks for principals are stated in a report by the National Commis¬
sion for the Principalship in 1990:

Principals must build a group

vision, develop quality educational programs, provide a positive
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instructional environment, apply evaluation processes, analyze and
interpret outcomes, and maximize human resources.
public support and engage community leaders.

They must stimulate

They ultimately must

assume that schools are persistent in getting students to understand
challenges they face, and what is required of them to compete on an
equal footing in a global environment.
Richard Wallace, Jr., Superintendent of Schools in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania (1991) summarizes the expectation:

Effective educational

leaders articulate to constituents their vision of educational processes
and outcomes.

The educational leader must be able to articulate visions

and beliefs by describing actions in which instructors and students are
engaged during the learning process.
The quality of schooling in the United States has come under con¬
stant attack in the last decade.

Guiding vision has not been present in

most communities where schools have operated for many years.

However,

there are principals who have created educational reforms within their
school communities.

Some principals have found ways to share a vision

and encourage and empower faculties to reflect and analyze the status
quo.

They have stood as models for knowing current educational

research.

They have been able to ask the right questions so that

faculties begin to take risks and ask themselves questions.

Artic¬

ulation and communication of a shared vision is imperative if schools
are going to move forward toward reform (Renchler, 1991).
How do these few principals empower their faculties to create
reform?

How do they manage to establish a safe environment so that

faculties feel comfortable in taking risks and working toward change?
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To create reform, a number of principals interviewed in recent studies
(OSSE, 1991) reflected three common themes:

Principals emphasized the

importance of reflection and self-analysis.

Principals commented on the

need for generating staff support and cooperation.

Principals need to

make clear they are active learners and that they understand current
research in areas related to their visions.

In the next few years more

principals must follow these models of educational administrators who
/

have managed to encourage their school communities toward productive
change.

Purpose of the Study

The study has attempted to answer the following questions:
1.

What qualities must a school principal possess to be a change
agent and foster reform in schools?

2.

How does the presence of an educationally reform minded principal
encourage faculty participation in educational reform?

3.

How does an educationally reform minded principal encourage the
involvement of students and parents?

Significance of the Study

Several recent studies (Hodgkinson, 1991, Chance and Grady, 1990,
Shieve and Shoenheit, 1987) have indicated that principals must learn to
develop strategies to attain a vision, and begin acting on that vision.
The executive summary of "A Nation Prepared:

Teachers for the
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Twenty-First Century" (1986) makes a powerful point:

The American mass

education system will not succeed unless it not only raises but
redefines the essential standards of excellence (p. 3).
Principals must be able to surmount this problem and move to a
different level of leadership which creates, fosters, and encourages
reform.

Many educational administrators have been grasping for direc¬

tion as to how to accomplish this.

How does one school district or

community move forward and restructure itself so that positive and
creative changes in education occur?

All the literature indicates that

good schools must have strong, consistent, and inspired leadership.
This kind of principal can create change.
And yet, how does one acquire these qualities?

The literature has

identified what they are and yet, for some principals, these qualities
or abilities seem like dandelion seeds in the wind:
and hold on to.

impossible to grasp

Many principals have positive intentions toward the

role of creating change and yet need information and particularly models
as to how to go about it.
Studying principals who are models of school reform will inspire
and educate other principals toward taking risks toward reform.

Defin¬

ing and taking apart a principal’s position, akin to taking apart and
studying how a clock ticks, will assist other principals in their new
roles for school reform.

This study will provide important information

to not only principals but students, faculty, and parents as to how
principals can create reform.

Studying principals who are systemic

educational reformers will provide a translatable model for current
principals to put into practice. The somewhat intangible characteristies
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of school reform are now put down in a more black and white, and
tangible picture for other principals to emulate.

Definition of Terms

Change Agent - someone or something which acts as a catalyst to inspire,
foster, or create change.
Educational Reform - change which has occurred to redirect the focus of
an educational institution or the purposes of faculty within the
institution.
Independent School - a school not under the public educational laws of
the State of Massachusetts.
Instructional Leadership - leadership in a school defined by the
principal being a model in all educational areas to the faculty.
These models would include knowing current research, teaching
behaviors, and ccrrmunication behaviors.
Phenomenological

Interviewing - an interviewing model which looks at the

in-depth experiences of the interviewee.
use open-ended questions.

Interviewers primarily

The goal is to have the participant

reconstruct his or her experience within the topic of study
(Seidnan, 1991).
Regionalized School District - a school district composed of several
ccnrmunities feeding their students into the same schools.
Risk-taking Behavior - behavior which puts someone in the position of
taking professional, personal, or institutional actions which
could create change.
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Visionary Leadership - leadership developed by the creation of new goals
and aspirations.

Delimitations of the Study

The participation of principals, faculty, students, and parents
were limited to those associated with schools in Berkshire County,
Massachusetts.
The results of the study may not be applicable to educational
districts in other counties.

The study utilized an in-depth interview¬

ing method and reflects the attitudes and perspectives of the individual
participants.
The study is descriptive in nature and subject to the limitations
of descriptive research.

For example, it has not been tested signif¬

icantly, and does not have statistics to back it up.

Outline of the Study

Chapter 1 includes the background of the problem, a statement of
the problem, the purpose of the study, a definition of terms, and an
outline of the chapters of the proposed study.
review of the related literature.

Chapter 2 presents a

Chapter 3 presents the research

design and methods used for collecting data for the study.

Chapter 4

reports the findings, and discusses implications of these findings.
Chapter 5 summarizes the findings of the study, draws conclusions, and
makes recommendations for further study.

CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

History of the Principal Teacher as a School Leader
Public School Origins

Since the beginnings of education in America, the role of acini nistration has been an evolving institution prone to constant change.
There appears to be no comprehensive and up-to-date history of the
school principal ship and it is difficult to grasp a clear, realistic
portrait of the identity and character of this institution as we look
back to see its historical evolution.
The role of the principal had its beginnings at the start of
public education in the United States.

The Massachusetts School Acts

were adopted initially in 1642 and again in 1647.

These acts mandated

education for the public and were the beginning of public education in
the United States.

All parents were charged with the responsibility of

education of their children in 1642.

In 1647, towns permitted taxes for

education and all towns of 50 households or more were required to
appoint a teacher (Alexander, 1985).

The Plymouth Colony Records state

"that some course may be taken in every towne there may be a school¬
master sett up to traine up children to reading and writing (Cooper,
1970).

Free public education really began with the independence of the

colonies.

In 1789, a "new system" was introduced by the Massachusetts

legislature governing what was to be taught in schools.
Thomas Jefferson of Virginia,

in his Bill for General Diffusion of

Knowledge (1779), was among the first to propose a system of free public
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education.

Although Jefferson’s proposal was not adopted at that time,

Horace Mann of Massachusetts and Henry Barnard of Connecticut launched
the public school movement in America, which was based on Jefferson's
ideals.
Each small ccrrmunity district became the area in which the publ ic,
usually one room, elementary school was established.

School districts

could be organized anywhere a group of families wished to establish one
(Bartlay, 1970).

This small district pattern of organization remains

the predominant pattern of organization in today’s society.

The Principal Teacher

As small school districts merged and became larger, school adninistration became more demanding.
boards and super intendencies.

School districts instituted school

When one-rocm school houses grew to two,

four, or eight room schools in cities, there developed a need for a head
or principal teacher in each school.

Cincinnati established a

principal-teacher in 1838 (Pharis, 1979).

The Quincy School of Boston

followed this trend in 1947, and St. Louis by 1959, had a principal
teacher in its schools.
Increased interest in education and an influx of immigrants caused
enrollments to expand tremendously in city schools.

By the middle of

the nineteenth Century, the principal teacher in an American city school
had myriad responsibilities caused by the increase in enrollment.

Ini¬

tially, school superintendents tried to solve this problem by appointing
several principal teachers to one school building.

One principal might
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be in charge of primary, one of upper grades, one in charge of female
students.

Gradually, however, one principal, usually the individual in

charge of the upper grades, assured overall responsibility for the
school, with the other principals serving as assistants (Save, 1968).
The development of the graded school certainly caused a greater anount
of adninistrative and supervisory responsibilities.

Thus, in less than

one hundred years, the role of the master teacher moved from ringing the
school bell, teaching a small group of ungraded students, and maintain¬
ing the school house, to the overall adninistration of running a much
larger school with many grades.

Developing a course of study for each

grade, grouping students into these grades, and coordinating and im¬
plementing these courses of study were much more sophisticated responsibi1ities.
Shortly afterward came more supervisory responsibilities such as
in-service training, evaluations, visiting classes, building main¬
tenance, and fiscal accounting.

By the end of the nineteenth Century,

most large city principals had moved from sharing a part-time teaching
position to a career completely free of teaching duties.

The School Principal as an Institution

At the end of the nineteenth Century, school principals were in an
extremely positive situation.

Compulsory education had become universal

and public education was wholeheartedly supported.

Industrialists

depended on the school to provide them with trained and educated
workers.

Irrmigrants relied on schools to integrate their children into
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society.

Individual schools were autonomous, allowing the principal

total educational power.

The principal enjoyed great prestige during

this period (Saxe, 1968).
During the early 1920s, universities initiated training in
educational adninistration, and principal associations were formed.
School boards began requiring principals to have the requisite
professional preparation (Cooper, 1967).
Prior to this era, sound moral character and leadership abilities
were the criteria used in selecting principals.

However, by the early

1900s, candidates for principal were expected to have a great deal of
background in educational theory and practice.
Once the initiation of university sponsored training began, the
role of the principal continued to shift.

Two powerful forces affected

the American educational system at this time.

The Progressive Movement

began to focus the attention of principals on children rather than just
on subject matter, on the entire community rather than the school alone,
and on change rather than quiescence (Saxe, 1968).

This movement caused

the principal to become aware of the increased integration of society
with all its positive and negative influences.
also had great impact on the principal ship.

The scientific movement

Psychological and achieve¬

ment testing, school surveys, and emphasis on administrative efficiency
all originated from this movement (Callahan, 1962).
The only main difference between primary and secondary principals
during this era was that males were advanced to the high school level
and unmarried females assured principalships of the elementary level.
If a school was both primary and secondary, then the main administrator
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would be the high school principal.

Once certification procedures began

to come into practice, the two positions carried individual integrity.
The status of an elementary principal ship developed some esteem but
never gained the respect that the secondary position held.

A Brief Look at the Origins and Status of the Principalship on the
International Level

In examining the position of school principal internationally, one
sees that the processes involved in this position are similar decision-making, evaluating, supervising, conmnunicating, etc.

However,

the values and goals of each culture and society seem to be what
individualizes these adninistrative institutions.

The social and

political ideals and policies of specific civilizations tend to initiate
differences among this role of principal throughout the world.
Baron, Cooper, and Walker (1969) state that by far, the United
States has voluminous literature on the adninistrative process due to
the necessity of spelling it out so much more clearly in the U.S. than
in other countries.

They argue that our non-traditional and socially

diverse society reflects itself in a different range of educational,
social, and political problems.

Many other nations had no need or

interest in studying the roles of educational adninistrators so closely.
England
In England, there seems to be a general downplay of adninistrative
titles and offices.

The leader of a school is a head "teacher", or

master or mistress.

Even in colleges or universities, department heads
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or deans are still in the academic arena, not the administrative depart¬
ment.

This tendency has its roots in the English tradition of the

autonomy allowed to individual classroom teachers, and in individual
schools.

Lawrence sees the complexities of added professional qual¬

ifications, course prerequisites, and public exams in England as until
recently having very little impact on school administrators.

Admin¬

istrative process and decision-making appear to be quite autonomous for
new Education Acts and requirements.

Few heads of schools as of 1970

had much formal preparation in England and few courses of any kind on
school administration existed (1972).

There are signs of this changing

in Britain, however, with the Headmasters’ Conference giving support for
a staff college of education being set up.

Until two years ago, England

differed from the United States in that the headmaster/mistress of a
school had a great deal of autonomy regarding academic practice but
economic affairs regarding education were handled by the local school
boards (Lawrence, 1972).
The new educational system put forth in Britain in the last decade
has changed schooling for the general public.

State run schools are now

called comprehensive schools and the educational system has shifted so
that all socioeconomic levels of children may benefit (Reynolds and
Sullivan, 1987).

Prior to this shift, only students in the public

schools, which are equivalent to United States' private schools, were
able to advance toward higher degrees.

Since the advent of state

comprehensive schools, there is more course work available to all
students and a more general system for everyone (Weeks, 1986).
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The Council for Educational Technology for the United Kingdom now
argue that public school acfrninistrators, therefore, have had to turn to
a more business-like approach to their schools (1985).

State run

schools in Britain today, while still not able to offer exactly what
public schools can, are fast becoming competitive with English public
schools.
Canada appears to have a somewhat similar attitude as England
toward the role of the school leader or administrator, even though the
educational systems vary between the two countries.

Bolch, Farguhar,

and Lerthwood (1989) contend that Canadians view themselves collectively
as facilitators of harmony.

They dislike concentrations of power, do

not aspire to dominate the world of science, and are characterized by a
basic humility.

Educational leaders, therefore, tend not to be highly

visible, outspoken, or power brokers.

They go about their work sen¬

sitively and gently leading, reflecting a strong Protestant ethic behind
the scenes.
Israel
An example of a similar system to the British, Canadian, and
/American systems is the Israeli educational system.

The Israeli school

principal plays a comparable role to the above systems’ principal.
Studies in 1985 by E. Ben Baruch and Y. Neumann at Ben Our ion University
showed several difficulties with the role of principal.

Many surveys

showed a strong feeling of disconnectedness between teachers and prin¬
cipals.

Israeli teachers perceived the principal's role as only one of

decision implementation and not of one involved with curriculum, eval¬
uation, or professional growth.

Currently, schools in Israel are now
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managed by administrative teams comprised of a principal and assistants.
Department chair people and subject committees now help the principal to
devote more time to long-range planning, faculty supervision, and
complex problem-solving.
Nigeria
The country of Nigeria has a school principalship not too dissim¬
ilar to the U.S. system.

Teachers in Nigeria, however, have fought, and

still fight, a strong battle for the integrity and respect of their
profession and education as a whole.

As we know, this problem still

exists in the U.S., although not to the extent of Nigeria.

Annual

income, adequate provisions for advancement, promotion, and benefits
enjoyed by other professionals are not in place for educators in
Nigeria.

Loss of morale of Nigerian teachers is a major factor in

teachers abandoning the profession as a career.

Their conditions of

service contribute to a mass exodus to more lucrative employment (Edem,
1982).

Thus, the school principal has a difficult job.

has to deal with teacher morale as a major problem.

The principal

Edem asserts that

the only way to do this is to adopt a motivational approach to engage
teachers in their profession.

Avenues to this include having the

teacher share in decision-making, procuring sufficient working tools,
assigning a reasonable teaching load, assisting the teacher to improve
teaching skill, and being attentive to the teacher's material and social
problems.

Whereas the educational system is set up in a similar way to

the U.S., the Nigerian principal has tremendous difficulties to surpass.
It appears that although systems vary from country to country, the
emergency of the role of the principal came about in much the same way
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in many countries.

The evolution of the simple school to carp lex educa¬

tional system forced the teacher to evolve into the role of head teacher
and finally to a non-teaching principal in the most complex systems
today.

The origins of this evolution provide insight into why the

complexities of this position are causing a split or duality in the role
of principal today.

This dilemma of being responsible for bureaucratic

maintenance while at the same time assiming the role of long-range
visionary for school reform will be addressed in the next section.

Gender Issues Among School Principals

In 1981 - 1982, women comprised twenty-five percent of all school
administrators nationwide; in 1984 - 1985, the figure had increased to
only twenty-six percent.
indicated.

Since then, only slight increases have been

Recently, there appears to be a decline in the trend of

states to break down statistics for women, making it harder to track the
success or failure in the field (Edson, 1988).
Educational administration still emanates from a male model, and
women continue to face a difficult task in this field today.

Until the

1990s, most studies on women in educational administration focused on
how and why women were or were not in, or successful in, this field.
the last two years, a relatively large amount of research literature
comparing the leadership styles of male and female administrators has
emerged.
research.

Many authors have drawn conflicting conclusions about this
Several researchers have claimed men’s and women's styles

In
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differ along gender-stereotypic lines (Eagly, Karan, and Johnson, 1992;
Fishel and Pottker, 1977; Shakeshaft, 1987).
Eagly, Karran, and Johnson (1992) conducted a meta-analysis focus¬
ing on the three most frequently researched aspects of leadership style:
interpersonal, task orientation, and democratic versus autocratic.
Prior to this, in 1990, Eagly and Johnson found that women tended to
adopt a more democratic or participative style and a less autocratic or
directive style than did men.

These authors then found that women

adninistrators were devalued when they adopted an autocratic or direct¬
ive style and they were more successful when they utilized a gender
typical style of democratic leadership.
The following generalizations can be taken from the Eagly, Karan,
and Johnson studies:

Female school principals were more democratic and

less autocratic than male principals; female principals were also some¬
what more task-oriented than male principals.

Sex differences on inter¬

personal style and task - versus - interpersonal style were negligible.
The overall tendency for female principals to be more task-oriented than
male principals was unaffected by the educational level of the prin¬
cipals' schools.

The tendency for female principals to be very slightly

more interpersonally oriented than male principals was confined to
studies of high school principals and from mixed samples of schools from
more than one educational level.

Elementary school principals showed no

sex differences in interpersonal style (Eagly, Karan, and Johnson,
1992).
Eagly, Karan, and Johnson sampled 50 studies and summarized three
major conclusions:

The most substantial sex difference was the tendency
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for female principals to lead in a more democratic and less autocratic
style than did male principals.

Secondly, a smaller, yet still signif¬

icant sex difference was that female principals were more task-oriented
than were male principals.

Female principals are somewhat more con¬

cerned about organizing school activities to carry out necessary tasks
and to reach explicit goals.

Task-oriented leadership in school set¬

tings might involve inducing teachers to follow rules and procedures,
maintaining high standards for performance and making principal and
teacher roles explicit (Eagly, Karan, and Johnson, 1992).
Eagly, Karan, and Johnson (1992) conclude that their meta-analysis
should serve to caution those who select principals against assuming
candidates’ sex has any bearing on their potential to be an effective
principal.

Development of the Dichotomy of the Principal’s Role

Volumes have been written by numerous authorities as to leadership
styles.

Theorists have described percentages of time principals should

and do spend on managerial or visionary tasks.

This section will delve

into the development of the dual nature of the role of the principal by
exploring what the theorists have said about role responsibilities over
the last several decades.
Richard Gorton asserted that the role of the school adninistrator
is in a state of flux.

Often referred to as the "man in the middle",

the occupant seeks a clear role definition of what he/she is supposed to
do (1970).
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When Gorton reviewed the literature he determined that six major
roles were proposed:

(1) manager, (2) instructional leader, (3) dis¬

ciplinarian, (4) hunan relations facilitator, (5) change agent, and (6)
conflict mediator (Gorton, 1976).

For the purposes of this paper these

roles have been consolidated into broad categories:

(1) manager, which

includes disciplinarian, human relations facilitator, and conflict me¬
diator, and (2) leader, which include instructional leadership respon¬
sibilities and change agent.

The role of change will be looked at in-

depth in the last part of this paper.

Managerial Aspects

As a manager, the school adninistrator is expected to procure,
organize, and coordinate both physical and hunan resources so that the
goals of the organization can be attained effectively (Gorton, 1970).
The adninistrator’s managerial role is to develop or implement policies
and procedures which will result in the efficient operation of the
school.

The managerial adninistrator keeps things running smoothly.

The role of the disciplinarian is today often assigned to the assistant
principal of a school.

However, it is still important that the school

principal stand for firm rules on student conduct and behavior.

It

remains an important aspect of the job from the viewpoint of the school
ccrrmunity.
In the early 1920s, Mary Parker Follett emphasized the importance
of an adninistrator concentrating on meeting the needs of employees and
developing cooperative working relationships among them (Follett, 1929).

The principal, with his/her manager’s hat on, must attend to staff
morale and the development of a humanistic school environment.
Another managerial aspect of the principal's job is that of
conflict mediator.

The administrator should develop a situation where

disgruntled parties can work toward compromise so that conflicts can be
resolved.

A school principal must help employees work toward give and

take so that working conditions can be positive for all.
M.A. Nottingham (1983) listed fourteen skills that an effective
principal should have to be a productive manager.
managers:

He states effective

(a) have insight, they see beyond the obvious; (b) respect

individual differences and have tolerance for ambiguity and diversity;
(c) understand the creative process; (d) have experiential professional
knowledge; (e) know how to listen, question, restate, articulate, inter¬
pret; (f) give credit, release power, accept ideas, give recognition;
(g) take calculated risks; (h) assign responsibility, know staff
strengths and weaknesses; (i) suggest, specify; (j) criticize tactfully,
if at all; (k) provide inspiration, have enthusiasm for tasks and ideas,
give feedback; (1) identify problems, intervene; (m) are flexible; (n)
keep top management informed.
Nottingham asserts that planning is a critical activity for the
managerial part of a principal's role.

A common management plan is to

start with a task, define the objectives, form an action plan, monitor
or audit progress, and report accountability.
If a principal has a clear management plan or strategy, then it is
easier for him/her to move toward participative management.

Roles are
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defined and participants understand the whole process, as well as their
individual contributions.
There are many other ways of looking at the bureaucratic or man¬
agerial dimension of the principal's role.

Decision-making, program¬

ming, stimulating, coordinating, and appraising are the five managerial
tasks cited by Campbell, Bridges, and Nystrand (1977).

They go on to

point out that the school principal engages in work activities that are
characterized by brevity, variety, and fragmentation.

Seldom is the

administrator able to spend thirty minutes on a single task, regardless
of the importance of it to him/her or the organization.

The vast

majority of encounters with personnel are initiated by peers,
subordinates, and outsiders.

So much of managerial work for the

principal involves interpersonal, informational, and decisional
capabi1ities.
Faber and Shearron (1970) described the managerial role as having
the following components:

curriculum development, pupil personnel,

community-school leadership, staff personnel, school finance, business
management, and transportation.
in May of 1980, the Educational Research Service obtained written
job descriptions from a national sample of school districts for the
position of elementary school principal.
were analyzed.

Seventy-one job descriptions

In more than fifty percent of the job descriptions

examined, the following categories summarized the required duties:
development or administration of the school budget, paperwork, forms and
reports, curriculum development, supervision of buildings and grounds,
teacher recruitment, supervision and evaluation of staff, interpretation
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of the educational programs to parents and community, and actions
related to the maintenance of health and safety for all persons in the
building (ERS, 1982).
The importance of managerial tasks was cited often in the lit¬
erature (Bennis and Nanus, 1985; Blunberg, 1986).

These tasks were the

most visible and demanded time spent on them irrmediately as so many
other issues rested on their completion or resolution.
quickly, carefully, and decisively on managerial tasks.

One must act
These tasks are

critical to the obvious day-to-day organization and functioning of a
school community and indeed, the community could not function without
their successful completion.

Demands on the Principals Time

The Educational Research Service (1982) reported that their
studies indicated that principals prefer to devote more of their time to
leadership activities and less time to administrative or managerial
tasks.

New York State principals were interviewed in 1974 and doc¬

umented their real and ideal time expenditures in terms of managerial
versus leadership activities.

The largest gaps between managerial

versus leadership areas were in budget management:
5.9%, curriculum and program development:
discipline and building control:
instructional supervision:

real 9.1% and ideal

real 14.6% and ideal 21.1%,

real 19.0% and ideal 8.1%, and

real 19.1% and ideal 26.3%.

In 1977, Reed also reported a similar finding with the following
discrepancies:

preparing school reports:

real 68% and ideal 29%,
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evaluating school programs:
students:

real 37% and ideal 71%, meeting with

real 61% and ideal 90%, and student discipline:

real 56% and

ideal 17%.
Whether a school principal came frcm an urban or rural area seemed
to have little bearing on the roles of the principals (Fishburn ERS,
1978).

However, the larger the pupil enrollment, the more time a prin¬

cipal spent on managerial tasks.

Barhart (ERS, 1975) reported that

sampled elementary school teachers frcm small schools were more likely
to perceive a high degree of leadership in their principal than teachers
frcm larger schools.

Two later studies, Darden and Tryon (ERS, 1975),

observed school district size as not affecting role expectations.

Still

later, in 1980, the Rand Corporation investigated changes occurring in
the principal's role in the previous five years.

They found that sam¬

pled principals considered their jobs to be more demanding, that paper¬
work and non-instructional needs had increased, and that principals were
devoting less time to instructional supervision and leadership activ¬
ities than before.

Therefore, it seems pertinent to infer, at least

frcm studies in the late seventies and early eighties, that less time
was available for leadership tasks and there were more demands for
managerial activities.
Buckner and Jones (1990) continue to discuss the increase in
demands in the managerial aspects of the principal's job.

Deal and

Peterson (1990) also confirm the additional stress added to the manage¬
rial side of this profession.

In 1991, the National Ccnmission for the

Principalship reported that demands continued to increase on the manage¬
rial side of acfrninistrative positions.

Renchler also points out the
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intense focus educational administration has today on bureaucratic and
managerial functions (1991).

Let us examine now what the roles of

instructional leadership and agent of change entail for the school prin¬
cipal .

Leadership Aspects

On the leadership side of the principal’s role, instructional
leadership has most recently been emphasized.

Problems arise in this

area, however, due to the fact that people define this role in many
different ways.

Richard Gorton (1970) outlines significant problems:

oftentimes faculties designated only activities in which the principal
engages in order to improve instruction as being leadership activities.
Others say that only certain activities, such as classroom observation,
are a function of instructional leadership.

Others encourage the prin¬

cipal to be an instructional leader and yet criticize him/her for not
possessing the in-depth expertise necessary to help teachers improve.
Gorton (1970) cites Marquit's study of supervisory behavior of secondary
school principals, finding that teachers viewed principals as signif¬
icantly less effective in improving instruction than principals saw
themselves.
Traditionally, this position of being an administrative generalist
has not always been so.

European headmasters, as well as principals in

the American early history, did know a particular body of content.

Two

major circumstances have contributed to the change in this situation.
First, there is now a great increase in the amount and the
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specialization of human knowledge.

Second, the demands made on the

administrative position itself presents a problem (Carpbell, Cunningham,
McPhee, and Nystrand, 1980).

Content specialization is difficult, as is

being a specialist in any one area of administration.

This is due to

the vast array of demands placed upon the person in the position.

The

administrator is simultaneously dealing with the institution as a whole,
while also focusing on curriculum development, staff personnel, student
personnel, school plant, finance, and business management (Campbell,
Cunningham, McPhee, and Nystrand, 1980).

The administrator interested

in instructional leadership must be both a generalist and a specialist
at the same time.

There is, however, benefit to being extremely com¬

petent as a generalist.

Seeing the organization as a whole, relating

the organization to the larger society, and giving direction to the
organization are the essence of a principal’s expertise.
In a study reported by Seifert and Bech (1981) over 81% of
elementary school principals said that instructional leadership was
their top area of responsibility.

But again, 73% of principals said

they devote less than half of their time to instructional issues.

All

participants said lack of time prohibited them from spending the appro¬
priate time on this task.
Redwine and Dubick (1978) reported on teachers' perceptions of the
instructional leadership roles of principals.
the following:

Among their findings were

the principal was perceived more positively as an

instructional leader by teachers whose sex was the same as the prin¬
cipal.

Respondents believed that their principal considered instruc¬

tional leadership to be most important, but half of the respondents
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indicated that the principal devoted less than one quarter of his or her
time to these activities.

Ninety-four percent of the respondents

expected the principals to spend more than one quarter of their time on
instructional leadership (ERS, 1982).
Study after study indicates that although both principals and
teachers perceive that the role of an instructional leader is extremely
important for a principal, both groups acknowledge the limitations which
prevent the principal from spending as much time as either group would
like on the task.

The dilemma still exists as a major problem in the

daily lives of school principals.

Managerial responsibilities eat into

the time allocated for instructional leadership.

Frustration develops

constantly both for the teachers' group and the principal at the inabil¬
ity of the principal to carve out enough time for the task of instruc¬
tional leadership.

Kouzes and Posner (1987) define the issue as one

needed to be solved and supported by teachers, parents, and principals.
The National Commission for the Principalship (1991) quotes Thomas A.
Shannon, Executive Director of the National School Board Association in
summarizing:

"Principals are facing wholly new expectations.

becoming more like mini-superintendents" (p. 15).

They are

They must assume the

responsibilities for school site achnnistration and focus on the
instructional program, the curriculum design, staff development, student
guidance, measurement and evaluation, and resource allocation, not just
bureaucratic management.

Demands on the principal's time and priorities

continue to push the adninistrator to remain with his or her fingers on
many pulses.
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The Principal's Role in School Reform

The executive surrmary of "A Nation Prepared:

Teachers for the

Twenty-First Century" (1986) makes a powerful statement:
If a standard of living is to be maintained, if the
growth of a permanent underclass is to be averted, if
democracy is to function in the next century, our schools
must graduate the vast majority of their students with
achievement levels long thought possible for only the
privileged few.

The American mass education system,

designed in the early part of the century for a mass
production economy, will not succeed unless it not only
raises but redefines the essential standards of excellence,
and strives to make quality and equality of opportunity
compatible with each other (p. 3).
Since 1986, people from business, social welfare, and education
continue to call for educational reform.
the educational crisis.

Americans are acutely aware of

Educational reform is something we must have

now in order to preserve the quality of our society.
But what of school leaders?
needed change?

What is their role in this much

John McCall, from The Institute of Government at the

University of North Carolina (1988) indicates there is a rub in the
process of school leaders being the key players in this reform movement.
Most principals have been trained for preservation and status quo, not
innovation.

Usually school corrmittees and superintendents do not like
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principals who "rock the boat".

Can principals of schools create

reform, or can they be reformed by an unreformed society?
This author believes that restructuring and reforming education so
it can meet the needs of our society has the highest priority of any
task given to educational leaders, and for that matter, to society as a
whole.

Educational leaders have the opportunity to profoundly influence

the lives of children for more hours per week than any institution
except that of the family.
of students.

This influence also passes on to the parents

Principals who direct children's schools, now more than

ever, have the responsibility to move forward and work on the vision
that will reform our school and our society in ways which will improve
our world.
As we know, principals are constantly caught between respon¬
sibilities of management and leadership.

This section of the paper will

focus on what the principal must do on the leadership side of this
adninistrative position to effect change and create reform.

Tasks of a Principal Working Toward Reform

A new role of principalship must emerge in the 1990s in order to
develop higher educational quality and broader services to students.
The principal must increasingly take initiatives to create reform.
Principals must understand change in order to create change.

The tasks

for principals are stated in a report by the National Corrmission for the
Principalship in 1990:

Principals must build a group vision, develop

quality educational programs, provide a positive instructional
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environment, apply evaluation processes, analyze and interpret outcomes,
and maximize human resources.
engage community leaders.

They must stimulate public support and

They ultimately must assure that schools are

persistent in getting students to understand the challenges they face,
and what is required of them to compete on an equal footing in a global
environment.
Principals must provide strong leadership to improve the quality
of schooling and raise student achievement to new levels.

Richard

Wallace, Jr., Superintendent of Schools in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
(1991), summarizes the expectation:
Effective educational leaders articulate to
constituents their vision of educational processes and
outcomes.

To do this educational leaders must have a sound

and well integrated set of beliefs about what constitutes
effective teaching and learning.

The educational leader

must be able to express those beliefs by describing actions
that instructors and students engage in during the learning
process.

These beliefs must also be articulated as they

related to the outcomes of the learning process (p. 21).
Several sources state that the principal must accomplish certain
goals to create reform.

The principal must:

(a) share his/her vision

with the staff and build toward a shared vision of educational ex¬
cellence.

The principal must move the group to pursue objectives along

a common path; (b) create trust among his/her constituents; (c) provide
instructional leadership; (d) develop a strong sense of collegiality;
(e) involve people in planning and problem solving; (f) encourage
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involvement, merging students, faculty, administration, parents, and
community.

The Creation of a Vision

Bennis and Nanus (1985) state that the first basic ingredient of
leadership is a guiding vision.

Vision is the creation of focus and

leaders are the most result-oriented individuals in the world, and
results get attention.
pull people toward them.

Their visions or intentions are compelling and
Intensity coupled with commitment is magnetic.

Vision grabs.
Sergiovanni discusses, in Renchler (1991), that the cultural
leader assumes the role of "high priest", seeking to define, strengthen,
and articulate those enduring values, beliefs, and cultural strands that
give the school its unique identity.
A study by A. Lorri Manasse (Renchler, 1991) identifies four
components of vision that educational leaders can use in their efforts
to bring about school success.
Organizational Vision.

These are discussed below:

This vision is based on a systems perspective

and assumes all parts of the whole are dependent on each other.
Organizational vision enables leaders to put systems in place that
create a capacity for high performance, and frees leaders to concentrate
on activities with the highest payoff in relationship to their vision.
Future Vision.

This is a comprehensive picture of how an organization

will look in the future and how it will function.

It incorporates the

systems perspective of organizational vision, available information
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about expected developments, and personal values of the leader.

Leaders

rely heavily on symbols, metaphors, models, and interpersonal competence
when conveying their future vision to their organization.
Personal Vision.

This requires the ability to identify, mobilize, and

coordinate complementary skills and resources.

Through personal vision,

leaders see themselves as learners, and create organizations that value
innovative learning.

This kind of learning encourages change, renewal,

restructuring, and problem reformation.

This all enables people to see

change as an opportunity, not a threat.
Strategic Vision.

This connects the present reality to the possibil¬

ities of the future.

It gives members of the organization confidence

that there is a rationale behind actions and decisions.
vision requires skill in managing the process of change.

Strategic
Strategic

vision gives life, energy, meaning, and a sense of purpose to an
organization.
In addition to defining different types of vision, Manasse also
states that there is little difference between thought and action.

All

activities in scheduling and allocating resources, comnunieating with
staff and students, managing the environment are used not solely to
solve irrmediate problems and situations, but to communicate a set of
values, meanings, and priorities that fit together as the leader's
vision.
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Changing School Culture
A Vision of School Reform

Deal and Peterson (1990) affirm that a primary route to school
reform lies in the area of creating a positive school culture.

They

offer five metaphors for the principal's role in school reform.
The principal should be a symbol:
behavior, attention, and routines.

affirming values through

The principal should be a potter:

shaping and being shaped by the school's rituals, ceremonies, and
symbols.
values.

The principal should be a poet:

using language to reinforce

The principal should be an actor:

improvising the school’s

inevitable drama.

Lastly, the principal should be a healer:

overseeing

transitions and changing the life of the school.
To create reform, Deal and Peterson offer a list of guidelines to
support principals in their endeavors toward reform:

(1) read and

understand the existing culture and reflect on their match with your own
hopes; (b) identify the norms, values, and beliefs you want to reinforce
or change; (c) make an explicit commitment that is known to others; (d)
work with all the school's stakeholders to clarify the mission of the
school; (e) reinforce the core values by consistently modeling, coach¬
ing, attending to detail, observing ceremonies, rituals, and traditions,
and telling stories that identify heroes and heroines that support the
school’s mission; (f) confront resistance; don’t avoid or withdraw from
it.

Use conflicts to explain and signal the mission of the school; (g)

highlight the priority of additional values and beliefs you seek to
encourage that support a vision of the school's mission; (h) recruit
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staff who share your view of the mission; (i) encourage potent school
traditions and ceremonies that celebrate the goals of the school.
Recognize and celebrate successes and involve everyone in doing so; (j)
keep track of what’s going on.

Regularly reevaluate the extent to which

students, teachers, parents, and the ccmnunity share the vision of
reform.
Principals must work toward reform by creating a successful school
culture focused around a clear vision.

In successful schools, prin¬

cipals can work toward reform if there is a strong culture and a clear
sense of purpose.

Faculty can be given a great deal of freedom as to

how these essential core values are to be honored and realized.
Sergiovanni (OSSE, 1991) states that this combination of tight structure
around clear and explicit themes, and of autonomy so that people can
pursue these themes in ways that make sense of them, may well be the
reason that schools can make headway toward successful reforms.
To create reform, a number of principals interviewed in recent
studies (OSSE, 1991) reflected three ccmron themes.

First, principals

emphasized the importance of reflection and self-analysis.

If one is to

communicate a vision effectively, it must be clear, understandable,
forceful, and persuasive.

Second, principals commented on the need for

generating staff support and cooperation.

Discussing with faculty their

ideas to obtain consensus on direction was very important.

A third

common theme necessary to achieve reform appeared to involve educational
research.

Principals need to make clear they are active learners and

that they understand current research in areas related to their visions.
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Style seems less important than what the principal stands for, believes
in, and ccrrmunicates to others to achieve successful reform.

Asking the Right Questions

Much of the literature suggests that the principal, the person at
the top, has much to gain from how he/she approaches change and reform
in a school (Kouzes, 1987; McCall, 1981; Hodgkinson, 1991).
istrators must be willing to ask the questions:
it working?
move?"

Can it be done better?

Admin¬

"What are we doing?

Is

How do you as faculty want to

Administrators must be able to articulate the vision created by

faculty and create ways to actualize the organization they envision.
Questions needing answers are:
school?

What are its weaknesses?

"What are the strengths of the

What are the existing relationships

between various components of the school?

What external factors help or

hinder the proper functioning of the school?"
Posner also suggested asking:

In 1987, Kouzes and

"How would you like to change the world

for yourself and your organization?

If you could invent the future,

what future would you invent for yourself and your organization?

What

does your ideal organization look like?"
Long term and short term priorities should then be identified by
the principal and his/her staff.

Shieve and Shoenheit in 1987 (Chance

and Grady, 1990) identified the five distinct steps for the principal
for attaining a vision:

see it, run it, make this personal vision a

public/organizational one, develop strategies to achieve it, and begin
acting on the vision.

Principals must allocate funding, materials, and
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time to create reform.

They must also pursue a school climate that

enhances learning and advances teacher productivity.

Chance and Grady

(1990) state that communication of the vision of school reform is crit¬
ical.

Others must know what the vision of reform is and be able to

articulate and publicize the vision in their own way.

They go on to say

administrators with a vision of reform engage their staffs in decision¬
making and problem solving to shape organizational activities, teacher
performance, and student behavior.
Two other important aspects which assist in sustaining the vision
are to free administrators and faculty periodically from daily tasks to
attend meaningful workshops and to allow administrative staff time in
the summer to focus on strategic planning.

There must be an opportunity

for renewal and an evaluation of the approaches to reform.

Chance and

Grady (1990) conclude that effective administrators who utilize shared
decision-making and team building can produce reform.

The principal

then becomes the agent that sustains the vision, the person who trans¬
lates the reform into reality.
Although the literature on effective schools varies and differs on
many points, it all points to the essential ingredient of good schools
as being strong, consistent, and inspired leadership.

Other char¬

acteristics somewhat agreed upon are a safe and orderly environment, a
clear and focused school mission, a climate of high expectations, an
opportunity to learn with a high percentage of student time engaged in
intellectual activities, monitoring of school progress, and positive
home-school relations.

The principal can work toward all of these goals

which create effective schools.
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Lightfoot (1983) states that the tone and culture of schools is
said to be defined by the vision and the purposeful action of the prin¬
cipal.

He/she is the person who inspires the comnitment and energies of

the faculty, the respect, if not adniration, of the students, and the
trust of the parents.

In order to be effective, and to create reform,

principals must pick up cues from the institutional culture.

Leader¬

ship, says Lightfoot, is never wholly unidirectional, even when there is
stark asymmetry of power between leaders and followers.

There are

always elements of interaction, even symbiosis, between leaders and
followers.
Part of the goodness and effectiveness of schools has to do with
an evolving redefinition of leadership.

The redefinition includes

softer images which are based on nurturance given and received by the
leader, based on relationships and affiliations of power, and the subtle
integration of personal qualities of the leader.
There is probably no more fertile, demanding, and satisfying place
for collegiality in schools than in sharing responsibility for important
decisions, decisions which can lead to more effective education for
children.

Just how ownership for school decisions is distributed has a

huge impact on the capacity of a school to create reform, to improve
within.

The principal who fosters collaboration, who searches for

integrative solutions, is the principal who is able to create and foster
reform.

A school culture of trust, collegiality, comnitment, and

respect promoted by the principal has much more opportunity to succeed
in creating reform in today's schools.

Captivating the strength,
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richness, corrmitment, creativity, and risk-taking of a faculty and a
ccrrmunity is the ultimate job of a principal intent on reform.

CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODS

The purpose of this study is to examine how a principal creates,
fosters, and encourage educational reform.

Design

A qualitative study of four principals in Berkshire County was
employed to investigate how principals go about creating, fostering, and
encouraging reform.

An in-depth interviewing process was utilized in an

attempt to define the qualities a principal must have in order to engage
in systematic educational reform.

Principals, faculty, students, and

parents associated with schools which have been identified as engaging
in educational reform have been identified.

Responses have been meas¬

ured and compared relative to central themes identified by this
researcher as integral to the institution of educational reform.

Population and Sample

This study will take place in Berkshire County, Massachusetts.
The participants of this study are four principals as well as at
least two parents, at least two students, and at least two faculty
members from each school.

In total, thirty-four individuals partic¬

ipated in in-depth interviews.

Thirty-five school principals, county¬

wide were surveyed to asked to name two principals who, in their
opinion, have been change agents in implementing school reform (see
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Appendix A).

The principals nominated most often were chosen to be the

focus of the study.

Faculty, parents, and students interviewed were

selected using a random sampling technique.
parent lists were obtained.

Faculty, student, and

Every tenth nane from each list was noted

in order to have a large pool of interview candidates.
arbitrarily chosen from this pool.

Two nanes were

Because this random method did not

always provide in-depth information from parents and students, nanes of
parents involved in parent-teacher organizations, and names of students
involved in student councils or other student advisory activities were
also requested.

Parents and students from these selected pools were

also interviewed to add to the data.

Instrumentation

A qualitative, phenomenological approach to interviewing was
utilized in all interviews.

Thirty-four interviews were held.

Accord¬

ing to Seidnan (1991), the purpose of in-depth phenomenological inter¬
viewing is to understand the experiences of other people and the meaning
they make of those experiences.

Interviewing provides access to the

context of people's behavior and provides a way for researchers to
understand the meaning of that behavior.
behavior in context.

Interviewing allows us to put

Interview questions were used as a guide in each

of the interview categories:
(see Appendix B, C, D, E, F).

principal, faculty, student, and parent
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Data Collection

Permission was sought from all principals nominated by the survey
to interview them as well as to contact faculty, parents, and students.
An initial letter was sent to each participant, followed by a telephone
conversation (see Appendix F).
The interview sessions were structured using the phenomenological
approach to interviewing.

The questions reflected the participants'

experience of the principal in terms of their observation, participa¬
tion, and effect on school reform.

Data Analysis

In analyzing the data collected from the in-depth interviews with
participants,

I will examine the views of interviewees in order to learn

and report on how principals have and can foster educational reform.
The following three (3) research questions were developed to
examine the data:
1. What qualities must a school principal possess to be a change
agent and foster reform in schools?
2. How does the presence of an educationally reform minded
principal encourage faculty participation in educational
reform?
3. How does an educationally reform minded principal encourage
the involvement of students and parents?
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The National Carmission for the Principalship in 1990 indicated
that the qualities of building a group vision, developing quality
educational programs, providing a positive instructional environment,
applying evaluation processes, analyzing and interpreting outcomes, and
maximizing himan resources have allowed principals to create reform.
The interviewees' responses were measured against these six qualities.
The qualities of principals interviewed were compared to recent research
regarding educational reform.

CHAPTER 4
DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF RESULTS

A qualitative study of four principals in Berkshire County,
Massachusetts, has been employed to investigate how principals actually
create, foster, and encourage educational reform.

An in-depth inter¬

viewing process was utilized in an attempt to define the actual qual¬
ities or functions a principal should have in order to bring about
systemic educational reform.
Thirty-five principals, county-wide, were surveyed and asked to
name two principals who,

in their opinion, have been change agents in

implementing school reform.

The four most frequently nominated prin¬

cipals were chosen to be the focus of this study.
Four principals as well as at least two faculty members, two
parents, and two students from each school were interviewed.

Faculty,

parent, and student interviewees were selected using random selection as
well as information which identified participants as people very
involved with change in the school themselves.
interviewed.

Thirty-five people were

Interview questions were used as a guide (see Appendix C,

D, E, F) in the interview process.

All participants read and signed a

written consent form (see Appendix G).
The main thrust of each interview was to seek to understand the
answer to the following three questions:
1. What qualities must a school principal possess to be a change
agent and foster reform in schools?
2. How does the presence of an educationally reform minded
principal encourage faculty participation in educational reform?
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3. How does an educationally reform minded principal encourage the
involvement of students and parents?
Interviews sought to answer these questions as well as to identify how a
principal built a group vision, developed quality educational programs,
provided a positive instructional environment, applied evaluation proc¬
esses, analyzed and interpreted outcomes, and maximized human resources.

Discussion of Results

Grasping the essence of how a principal fosters and facilitates
reform is akin to attempting to catch a bead of mercury on formica.

The

actual acts and behaviors are elusive and so enmeshed in the every day,
every minute activities of a principal's job and routines.

Fortunately,

the four nominated principals were also articulate and had been involved
in the process of introspection and self-analysis so that oftentimes the
questions asked by the researcher struck a productive chord.

Involved

faculty and parents also frequently responded with passion and exu¬
berance when questions were directed toward various aspects of educa¬
tional reform.

Most students responded quite generally, but rarely had

specific or powerful feelings or statements which reflected any corrmitment to educational change.
Following will be an in-depth study of each principal, with
supporting data from faculty, parents, and students.

Principals will be

labeled A, B, C, and D, and will be identified by gender so that
information may be analyzed as to whether leadership styles reflected
gender.

Two women and two men were identified for this study.
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Principal A

Principal A has been a principal for 14 years.
his role as a facilitator of student learning.
school, he views it as a pyramid:

He clearly sees

In conceptualizing his

the child is at the top of the

pyramid, underneath are first supportive services which this principal
identifies as teachers and parents, and on the bottom is adninistration,
identified as the principal and guidance services.

This principal

believes that management issues must be handled outside the school hours
and leadership activities must occur inside school hours.
When asked how the principal dealt with an issue he felt needed
educational change, he responded with the following plan.

Regardless of

what the issue is, he responds with the same method each time.

The

problem or issue may be initially identified by a faculty member, a
parent, a student, or the principal himself.

The principal then pro¬

ceeds to focus on consciousness-raising for the entire staff.
barrages them with information on the problem.

He

"You’ve got to fill

their mailboxes every day with information on the issue.

Any newspaper

or journal article I find, any announcement of conferences on the
subject, anything to help the faculty become aware of the problem."
Principal A then identifies a core group of people who are interested in
addressing the issue.

He sets up an open forum for these teachers, and

any others, to discuss the problem after school hours.
brings out into the open who’s interested in the issue."

"This really
The prin¬

cipal's next job is to convince these core faculty members they can do
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something about the issue or problem.

He then forms an official task

group with published plans on how the group will proceed.
Principal A then engages in what he feels is the most important
part of the process:

’’co-opting the opposition”.

Principal A makes

every concerted effort to carmunicate with those faculty merrbers who are
most opposed to changing the situation.

"It’s critical to get those

resistant people on board as quickly as possible."

Principal A quite

often will purposely take those who are the most opposed to the idea of
making change to a conference or seminar on the issue.
those who are already converted?
toward change."

"Why encourage

My job is to move everybody along

Principal A then focuses on the leaders of both groups,

continually feeding them more and more information.

Principal A creates

public opportunities for these leaders to speak their piece.
Principal A then moves on to the community at large.

He forms a

community forum, often bringing in ministers, business leaders, or
physicians.

Again, he begins on the same path of "co-opting the

opposition" within the community or large group.

"You won't win them

all, you never will, but I try my darndest to convince as many as I
can."
Once plans are made to actually effect change, Principal A puts a
grantsmanship stage in place.

He empowers a team of the most committed

task force members to write the grant.

"We do it ourselves.

Our school

doesn't have money to hire someone to do this job."
If the change suggested involves training of staff, Principal A
often offers to be trained first.
I

learn to the needs of the group."

"I know my school.

I can tailor what

An example of this process was in
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the area of heterogeneous learning groups for middle school students.
Principal A became trained by national leaders in the field.

He bought

videos appropriate to the training issues and taught a pilot group of
teachers to put the plan into effect.

Once the plan was visible to

other faculty members, parents, and conmunity members, discussions were
held and more teachers were trained by both the principal and the pilot
teacher groups.
their throat.

"No one can feel educational change is shoved down
Change needs a team commitment.

re-educate people.
as a panacea.

There will be problems.

You have to educate and

You can't sell the change

Outline the problems ahead of time with the faculty,

parents, and conmunity.

Work on finding solutions together.

I see my

job as putting out the fires over new ideas and supporting the teachers
to feel comfortable with the change."
Principal A believes he must teach teachers how to look for and
create change.
organized.

He sees himself as someone to help the faculty become

"Change is like a narcotic.

You want faculty to get used to

wanting change."
As new ideas, plans, or programs occur, Principal A continues to
encourage faculty and others involved to "tinker" with new problems.
"Change is a process.

There is no end, ever.

One must continue to

redefine and redevelop."
Principal A's first step in a new position has been to create
"common planning times" for faculty to discuss issues.
often sits in on this time to ask questions such as:
learning here?

Why and how are they learning?"

The principal
"What are the kids

Common planning time is

an arrangement of the teaching schedule so that those teachers who teach
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the same children, share a free period.

These teachers then meet

together during that shared out-of-classroom time during the day.

"Once

you get a corrmon planning time, communication then becomes personal and
teachers can really begin to talk about how to help kids."
When asked how the principal evaluates, Principal A responded by
saying he focuses on a conversation with a faculty where that teacher
can feel safe with him.

He then encourages the teacher to discuss ways

he/she could grow professionally.
goals for the teacher.
of "How's it going?

Together, they cooperatively develop

"The evaluation process then takes on the focus

How can I help you toward your goals?"

Principal A also strategically reaches out to key parents and
community members he knows will be supportive of the school and of
change.

He carefully articulates mission statements about the school as

a whole and about proposed changes.
each change function.
others on board.

"You have to develop a mission for

Each new vision needs a concise statement to get

I see my job as keeping teachers focused on their

vision and to help them develop how this change positively impacts
kids."
Principal A always runs faculty meetings from the perspective that
"we're here to learn from each other.

I never run a memo meeting."

Principal A keeps a low profile at faculty meetings and he repeatedly
thanks faculty for their efforts.
Principal A exposes himself as an active learner to the faculty
and community.
you've read.

"Make it known you read.

Share your ideas about what

Teachers need to know you are always actively seeking

ideas and solutions.

Go to school committee meetings.

Represent your
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school publicly.”

Principal A tries to teach occasionally himself.

"Students must also see me as a real learner.”

He attenpts to get

together with students at lunch or at meetings to discuss ccrrmunication.
"The kids need to see me as a facilitator.

They need to know I oti there

to help change things for the better."
Principal A identifies the barriers to change as two major
problems:

"Inertia is the first major obstacle.

a battleship.

I must get people to recognize that change is necessary.

If it ain't broke .
like schools."
rier to change.

It's easy to turn into

.

. mentally is so easy to adopt in institutions

Principal A identified entropy as the second major bar¬
"All systems run down without more energy put in.

have to give support for a lot of balls up in the air.

I

Change is not

possible if the prevailing wind blows along the lines of inertia and
entropy.

My role is to keep the energy going."

Principal A also works diligently in the area of empowering change
agents in the facility.

"You can't do it alone.

You need to have other

people recharging the energy to think about issues and to be introspec¬
tive."
Principal A believes there are certain skills a principal must
develop to be a successful facilitator of change.
patience and perseverance.

"One must develop

One must have good ccrrmunication skills, and

you must be able to develop a group mission.

Managers make great

schools if you wish to maintain the status quo.

Change needs someone to

encourage others to look at what we're really doing and to help people
feel they can create change."
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Faculty of Principal A
Both faculty interviewed in Principal A’s school emphasized sim¬
ilar points.

Both teachers stated that Principal A engaged in learning

new ideas and working on new concepts with them.
alongside the faculty with everything.

He dove right in

When there was a new plan to be

tried out in the classroom, Principal A would find a classroom and try
it out as well.
new ideas.

Principal A continually encouraged faculty to try out

"He allowed and encouraged us to experiment and he supported

our experimentation.

He liked it!"

One faculty member emphasized how important the creation of shared
planning times was for ccrrmunication.

This teacher had three planning

periods with team members as well as preparation periods.

Principal A

"was the first person to push for cross grade level meetings too, as
well as common planning times.

He got us talking with everybody!"

Faculty describes Principal A as very present at most all the meetings.
"He was very non-top down.
good listener.

Most ideas came from consensus.

He is a

He never ordered change."

The faculty devised a ten-year plan for their school with the
support and facilitation of Principal A.

Faculty felt it was difficult

to lose teaching peers as it hampered the movement forward toward
change.

The faculty members felt it was even more critical not to lose

a principal while moving toward change.
teachers to continue to change.

"It’s a constant problem to get

If the principal leaves, change takes a

giant step backward."
One faculty member interviewed discussed two examples of educa¬
tional change in her school which came about through Principal A's
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constant push and support.

"He pushed heterogeneous grouping.

We all

knew it was better, but he made us really look at how we could make the
change to it.

He sat down with us one day and we figured out how to

just get rid of the bottom track first."
"He bombarded us with cooperative learning literature as well.

He

brought in consultants, loaded our mailboxes, and gave us release time
for conferences.

If we bought into it, he went with it."

This faculty

member also conceded that if the faculty wanted to move in a direction
and "he wasn't for it, he supported us anyway.

He was very opposed to

backsliding and did all he could to keep it from happening."
Another faculty spoke about Principal A's efforts to build a
vision together.

"We developed a ten-year, long range plan together."

This teacher spoke about Principal A as always being there ready to push
the faculty back up the hill, to give them a hand toward the change.
"It was much easier to just not change, even if we wanted to, but his
presence was always felt.

We knew he would make it easier than we

thought it would be."
Both faculty members discussed the recent changes within the last
five years as making them "proud of our school.
change in the kids.

We saw an attitude

A lot more wanted to be there."

Parents of Principal A
The three parents interviewed had known Principal A for three,
three, and five years.
One parent described him as "the take-charge type.
cordial, friendly, and we11-respected by us.
his job."

He was

You knew he was focused on

This parent describes the changes which happened when the
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principal took over.

"Our school had a negative reputation.

After he

was there a while, we began to see the school coming together.
school was run better.
groups.

You could just tell.

We could join any one we wanted."

dances again.

The

He had all sorts of parent
Principal A began school

They were chaperoned by the faculty and the proceeds went

to staff development.
"This principal knows middle school kids," recounted one parent.
"He's always willing to speak up for them and lets us speak, too."
Principal A "was never afraid to stand up and speak out for the school."
"You can always call him," said another parent.
concerns, he was there."

"If you had any

Principal A allowed parents to be completely

in charge of seme elements of school life.

"I know it sounds like a

little thing, but we wanted to do graduation a certain way.
to the parent group and said,

He listened

'Great idea, how can I help?'"

Principal A was perceived by those parents interviewed as being
committed to school based management, a system where committees of
faculty, parents, and adninistration come together to discuss ideas and
make decisions.

"You could sign up to work on curriculum development,

teacher selection, or other committees."
Another parent perceived Principal A as being very concerned with
the parents and teachers feeling appreciated.
full of thank you notes."
responded.

"He has a whole drawer

When parents raised issues, Principal A

"He put himself on the line.

He participated on community

boards and let people know what our school was doing."

Principal A was

described as always having people in to talk with the faculty.
provided an open atmosphere all over the building.

He delegated

"He
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responsibility, you could tell.
in.

He seemed to be everywhere when I came

I saw him in the halls, in the teachers' room, disciplining a

student."
The three parents interviewed all concurred teachers "know their
place and their purpose” at the school.
in the school.

"I never heard him contradict anyone.

but he shows respect.
way.

They felt a sense of propriety
He might disagree

He motivated parents and teachers to act the sane

I think he enabled the teachers to give more to the kids.

He had

all these awards to give to kids who were working up to their potential.
He treated each kid fairly."
A parent discussed Principal A’s outreach into the conrmunity.
was always asking questions like,
tion?'

"He

'What does industry need from educa¬

He always seemed to know about new ideas in education.

He's

usually the first person parents think of to discuss these questions
with."

There seemed to be lots of opportunity for dialogue between the

faculty and the parent body.

Parents offered examples of evenings when

parents could come to the school for various reasons to talk with fac¬
ulty.

There were PTO meetings as well as committees on which various

parents and ccrrmunity members served.
issues," recounted one parent.

"There was always a forum for

"There was going to be a new Health and

Human Development Program in the school.

A joint committee had planned

it, but Principal A sent us a letter about it and asked parents to come
to evening meetings to discuss it if we wanted to.

If we didn't like it

at all, we could say we didn’t want our children to do it."
"Principal A had an unusual way with dealing with the progress
stoppers.

He gently but firmly found another place for them.

Over the
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years he developed a group of very enthusiastic and encouraging people
at the school.

They always went out of their way to help build kids’

self-esteem,” remembered one parent.

Parents felt Principal A

emphasized a willingness to give everyone and everything "a shot".
There was an emphasis on "all kinds of teams".

Another parent noted

Principal A responding to an issue by saying, "You can do it if you get
together and work it out."
Parents stated they could see the faculty working toward better
learning and creativity.

There was a "we can do it" attitude at the

school, one parent carmented.
school, a sense of pride.

"We've got carmunity spirit at our

The principal didn't have a sense of 'l know

it all', it was more like 'I'll figure out how to do it'."
Corrmunity-wise, parents said Principal A volunteered his school to
participate in activities or issues.
there.

"He always put his people out

Somehow he makes it tantalizing to get involved!

has a reputation for trying new things.

I

Our school now

like that."

All parents interviewed agreed that if "anybody's going to do it,
he is.

There is such a sense of give and take and do in our school."

Students of Principal A
Three students were interviewed from Principal A's school.
"He rules with a strong hand and kids listen to him.
new ideas.

He's positive," declared one student.

feel safe at my school.

He's open to

Another stated, "I

There's a lot of control."

"I remember when we wanted to change our Industrial Arts program.
He talked to the kids about the old program.

Then he and some of the
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teachers went to lots of conferences.
gram.

They really started a new pro¬

It's a lot better."
When asked how Principal A ccrrmunicated with kids, one student

responded:

"He sends notices home, we can talk to him in the hall, and

lots of times he walks through our classes.
we could get a teacher to help."
council in our school.

He let us have new clubs if

Another student:

"We have a student

Now the kids are more involved in decisions.

would try to back our decisions up.

He

If you had a good idea, he would

support it and find teachers to back it up and help."
Students seemed to be aware of ccrrmunication among the faculty.
"I know they have lots of meetings.

You can see them happening plus you

can tell they planned a lot of stuff for our classes.
stated one student.

It's obvious,"

Principal A "knew there were problems at school,"

one student said, "but he tried to work them out.

He's behind every¬

thing that’s better for the school."
In general, students from Principal A's school appeared pleased
with him.

Their acknowledgement that he knew about the problems,

whether they were curricular, social, or disciplinary, seemed to be
foremost on their mind.

The response of "he’s working on the problems"

seemed to be the most important issue to the kids.

In general, a

feeling of respect and being respected threaded through the interviews
with the students.
as well.

Principal A’s accessibility to students seemed key

"Lots of times he just walks through our classes.

Usually he

doesn’t stay, but he knows what’s happening."
Students appeared to like the general feeling of the school, even
though, except for relating it to the principal, they couldn’t really
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identify why the feeling was positive.

Students didn’t seem interested

in the dynamics of why things had slowly become better at the school,
they just liked it and identified a feeling of more school spirit or
togetherness.
Summary of Principal A
All interviewees seemed to share the following observations of
Principal A.
school.

He was a strong communicator, both inside and outside the

He was not "top-down”.

He was an information pusher, usually

on the cutting edge of what was happening elsewhere.

He visibly

supported and respected his constituencies whenever possible.
wel1-organized.
often.

He evaluated programs and personnel effectively and

Most of all, he facilitated things happening.

irrelevant to Principal A where ideas were generated.
them and pushed the buttons.
make it happen.

He was

It seemed
He got behind

He helped teachers, students, and parents

He was visible everywhere, in the community, in the

halls, in the teachers’ rooms, and in the classrooms.

Gender did not

seem to play a part in responses from all parents interviewed.
Principal A reflects the conclusions of the research.

He works

toward a group vis ion,he certainly facilitated new educational programs,
he supported a positive instructional environment, oftentimes teaching
himself, his evaluation procedure seemed effective and respected, his
analysis of outcomes seemed evident, and interviews indicated he max¬
imized human resources.
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Principal B

Principal B was perhaps the most difficult principal on which to
gain information.

She was principal of a small alternative high school.

All the students enrolled had had great difficulty in their school
experiences.

Many had been suspended from school incessantly with very

poor attitudes toward adults, their peers, and certainly their school
work.

This alternative school was their last hope for graduating from

high school.

Interviewing parents and students was difficult as it was

hard to find them, and the response was not as in-depth as with other
school populations.

Nevertheless, this principal had been nominated by

her peers as being an effective change agent.

Although the facts and

circumstances are less detailed, the same basic attributes come through
in terms of this principal's ability to effect and facilitate change.
Principal B describes herself as always taking the role of "active
leadership for change".

In a variety of former positions such as class¬

room teacher, special education coordinator, and assistant principal,
she recounts that movement toward change was ever present in her mind.
"I've always seen myself as a support person for creative ideas.
I

like to work with all kinds of groups."

Principal B sees herself as a

"good listener, always making sure to understand where someone's coming
from."

She feels it's important to be "resilient, realistic, coop¬

erative", and also to know "when to step in to organize and direct
things".
Principal B believes parents, faculty, and students look to the
principal to organize the issues, often to prioritize, "rating one issue
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behind another, sometimes.”

The principal, she says, must know "what

takes time or not" and to be able to guide the staff in organizing their
issues.

"Leadership takes a lot of thought, particularly when you're

working toward change.

There are always lots of weighty issues.

Your

job is to see what the results of the decisions are and make them
happen."

She also feels supporting "every step" of corrmittee work is

essential.

"You have to help people evaluate along the way.

Ask why

things are or aren’t working and help make adjustments."
Principal B believes organization is a critical key to good
leadership.

"Constituencies are going to see you as a good leader if

you are organized.

The managerial staff has to get taken care of early.

Get it out of the way in the early morning."
Another aspect of leadership for change for Principal B is the
issue of "taking risks".

If you're going to "work toward changing

something, faculty and parents have to feel comfortable.
trust.

They have to

My job is to give lots of support and encourage people to take

the risks.

If things don't go along right,

I help them ask why."

Principal B believes teachers are oftentimes worn out or tired and
that working toward change is difficult because it requires so much
energy.

"Get them together in small groups during the school day.

volunteers for them in the classroom sometimes.
meetings for some corrmittee work.
other staff.

Get

Trade off seme faculty

Ask staff to present ideas to the

Not everyone has time to do the work."

Information put out to the general community about new ideas and
changes in the school is very important.
reasons why things are changing.

"Show the community the

Let them have input and questions.”
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Principal B also offers meetings in the evening to explain to parents
what is happening at the school.

"It's important to show parents that

what you've been asked to do, you've done it."
With the faculty, Principal B believes it's crucial to be a good
role model.

"If you ask someone to do something, you must do it, too.

Always respond with a personal corrmitment."

Working toward change won’t

happen. Principal B responds, without "showing a willingness to support.
This support leads to the generation of ideas."
cipal B's school have an intense experience.

The faculty at Prin¬

"Sometimes if there are

problems with kids, we have to meet every day after school.
so much energy to do.

That takes

When you add working to make changes on top of

that, it's a lot to expect."
Principal B states there are certain characteristies a principal
must have to work toward change.
and supportively.

"You must be able to evaluate fairly

Faculty must trust you think they do a good job.

sit down and talk about each person's goals.

Then I

We

let them take it

from there and just check in on their progress."
Other critical characteristics are to encourage the faculty and
parents to "constantly re-evaluate the school program’s direction".
Principal B also states that the direction of the school may not always
"be where you, personally, want to go".

A principal must have to "con¬

stantly make adjustments, be resilient, be able to state what you want
but be able to support others' ideas.
and do make mistakes yourself.
organized."

Be willing to acknowledge you can

Be creative, positive, and well-
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Faculty of Principal B
Two faculty members were interviewed from Principal B's school.
Principal B is "wel1-organized, has lots of energy and is very
compassionate".

Said one teacher, "She has a very positive outlook and

finds a way to gently give us constructive criticism.
In the almost daily faculty meetings, "She created an openness.
We were comfortable to express the negative.
personally."

When "we worked together on changes for the school, it

would be all together.
agree".

She never took them

She wouldn't make a decision if the staff didn't

A major change which happened in the school was a new behav¬

ioral system for the students.
revised it.

"We went over everything together and

We felt like we had a great deal of input.

We also wanted

more emphasis on the educational requirements of the school.

She was

really right behind us."
Principal B was described by another faculty member as "never
having her own agenda.
ocratic.

We could all bring up issues.

We voted a lot sometimes."

It was dem¬

When Principal B was outvoted,

"She went along and supported our decision."
This faculty talked about "endless problems" with the students of
the school.

"She was always open to discuss change.

We began to look

forward to talking about new changes as the best part of the job."
faculty also met frequently in the summer.
and plan for the school year.

This

"It was a time to reflect

Sometimes it’s hard to do that when

you're so busy with these kids."

Both faculty members spoke of how

difficult it was to plan new ideas during the school year at this
school.

"The crises with the kids were always paramount.

Sometimes it
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took all your energy.

That's why meeting in the sunmer as just a

faculty, or with some of the parents, really worked.

Our heads were

clearer and we could have a more overall perspective."
In describing Principal B, a faculty member said, "She has a
burnout job.

There are always so many problems with the kids, she has

ungodly hours."
Although barriers seemed stronger in this particular school to
finding time to discuss and act on change, Principal B's style toward
the direction and implementation of change was very similar.

Perhaps

the changes weren't as large, perhaps they took more effort, but they
seemed to come about in the same manner as other successful schools.
Parents of Principal B
Two parents from Principal B’s school were interviewed.
B "was always out there.
them.

Principal

She stood up for our kids and tried to help

It wasn't easy," relates one parent.
Both parents interviewed were particularly aware of the change at

the school toward more behavioral limits for the kids and the greater
emphasis on more academic requirements.

One of these parents had been

involved in meetings with the faculty, the principal, and other parents
on the new ideas.

"She let us have free reign in the discussions.

supported what we wanted and she put it into effect.

She

She was well-

organized and purposeful."
Another parent interviewed, who was not involved in any way with
changes at the school or any other aspect of school life, commented on
the principal’s ability to "let us know what was happening.

She mailed

letters to us so if we didn't go to a meeting at the school, we'd still
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know the news."

Principal B was looked upon as wel1-organized, caring,

and open to new ideas.
with the school.
better.

"I was one of the few parents who did anything

She (the principal) always wanted to make things

She knew the kids.

She knew the teachers really know the kids

and she trusted them to come up with new ideas."
Other attempts in interviewing more parents failed.

Telephone

numbers were disconnected or phone calls were not returned by three
other potential interviewees.

In general, inference can be made from

the parents interviewed that Principal B "wanted a better school" and
certainly was supportive of all attempts toward productive change at the
schoo1.
Students of Principal B
Three students were interviewed from Principal B's school.

The

emphasis of all three interviews was that Principal B cared about the
school, about them in particular, and that she was indeed very open to
creating change to better the school.
with us as a group.

We talked about what we liked and what we didn't

like about the school.
dress code.

"Sometimes she (Principal B) met

She listened to us when we talked about the

She and the teachers agreed to make some of the changes

that we liked better."

Some students had been part of a ccrmnittee to

upgrade parts of the academic program.

"There are lots of kids in our

school who just don't care, but there are seme of us who want to work to
make it better.

She really listens to us and tries to work it out.

did end up with better classes after awhile.

We

It made it possible for

seme of us to think about going to the ccrrmunity college."

Principal B

was perceived as being supportive and available to the students.
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Principal B "always taught one course each semester.
had to, she wanted to.

I don't think she

This way, she got to know all of us."

Two of the three students were relatively uninvolved with Prin¬
cipal B but still had positive things to recount.
a leader in the school, you could.

"If you wanted to be

You could do things with the prin¬

cipal which had to do with making the school better.

You could meet

after school and stuff like that."
Sum-nary of Principal B
Although the nature of the school adninistered by Principal B made
it difficult to find as in-depth a report on the actual circumstances
which happened, it was apparent from all the interviews that Principal B
appeared committed to change for the betterment of the school.

She

seemed to communicate well with all faculty and had gained their trust.
They knew she would support their ideas.

She went out of her way to

work with them, whether it be participating on a committee or teaching a
course to relieve the teaching load.

She initiated visionary meetings

in the surrmer when the intensity of working with the students daily was
not present.

She appeared to communicate well with parents and with

students.
Gender was not revealed as a relevant issue in her position.

This

was somewhat surprising since the toughest and perhaps most difficult
students, both physically and emotionally, were enrolled in her school.
No one interviewed commented on her gender whatsoever.
Principal B reflected the conclusions of the research.

She was

wel1-organized and directed about achieving a vision of change in the
school.

She facilitated the changes recommended by faculty and
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students.

She supported and encouraged positive instructional environ¬

ments by attempting to add rigor whenever possible to the curriculum
Her evaluation procedure was well-received by the faculty.

She analyzed

outcomes with her staff regarding student behavior frequently and
discussed the changes instituted in summer review sessions.

As much as

possible, she maximized some parent and most all faculty resources.

Principal C

Seymour Sarason (1982) states that more than any other single
position in the American school hierarchy, the principal ship represents
the pivotal exchange point, the most important connection between
teachers, students, and parents on one hand and the educational policy¬
making structure on the other.

The principal plays a "fateful role" in

the area of school life and change.
Principal C would not agree with this statement.

He would venture

the most important position would be that of faculty.
Principal C has been principal at his school for five years.
Before this he was assistant principal, before that an assistant to the
principal, and initially a high school teacher.
He cites his greatest experience as his year as assistant to the
principal.

The principal went away during the summer to a conference

and came back and said, "We will all integrate study skills into our
classroom curriculum."

The idea failed miserably "because it wasn't a

teacher idea, it was a principal idea.
nothing was done.

Within a year-and-a-half,

No matter how much it was cajoled, how much it was
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threatened, nothing could get the teachers to do what they didn't want
to do.”
Principal C learned a great deal from this experience and has kept
it as an example to himself ever since.
any ideas himself, now.

Principal C rarely initiates

He provides numerous opportunities for faculty

to learn about, discuss, and try out new concepts with his support.
all began with Principal C putting in a hot tub at his house.

It

He began

to invite fellow faculty over to his house to talk about school issues.
He would always provide excellent gourmet food for the gatherings.
teachers would joke, "Well,
the food sure is good."

Some

I'm not really interested in talking, but

Principal C continued to attract fellow faculty

over on an informal basis to review educational issues at the school.
In 1983, the faculty began to feel the crunch of Proposition 2
1/2.

The school began to lose teachers and programs.

"I was a member

of the MTA and talking with a few of the KTA members, decided that if
you want to protect your jobs you better protect the program.

So we

decided that if we were going to do that, if we were going to ccnmit
ourselves to that kind of venture, as an association and as teachers,
then we shou 1 d have some type of format to acccmp 1 i sh that and we came
up with a proposal to the superintendent and all the members of the
school committee in which we would form a committee for excellence in
education, a CEE committee, and in the spring of '83 we got permission
to go ahead and do that."
Principal C and other faculty members formed a committee to look
at the entire school district.

The committee consisted of 70 to 100
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faculty and corrmunity people distributed into four committees.

They

began looking at the facilities, budgets, curriculums, and goals.
He then became assistant to the principal in 1984.

In the spring

of 1985, his committee decided to ask the superintendent if they could
pursue a process they were calling renewal, as opposed to reform, so
they could effect educational change.

The superintendent agreed, but

stated it could be confined only to the high school.
ent wouldn't let us think district-wide.

He said,

"The superintend¬

* I can’t impose on

other folks what you people believe in, so you'll have to do it within
your own building’.
involved in renewal.
people.

So that meant the high school campus would get
We sat down and said,

'Okay, to do this you need

Let's start with the positive people'.

We have approximately

67 staff members, 45 faculty and professional and the rest support
staff.

We said,

'How many people do we have in the building who are

positive about it?' and we probably only had three people."
Principal C and his three faculty, who were open advocates of
change, met together.

They discussed change based on Edmund's char¬

acteristics of effective schools (1979).

The group of four decided on a

plan which involved filming conditions on campus.

Naming the film

"Revisiting Attica", the showing revealed appalling conditions in the
school.

Other faculty could not help but notice and became shocked by

what they were used to working with on a daily basis.

The film was

tremendously effective for developing support among faculty to work
toward change.
group.

"So we created four study groups and one was a climate

One was a curriculum group, one was a discipline group, one was

an assessment group, all around the four remaining tenets of effective
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schools.

The staff, of itself, decided that climate had to be changed

immediately.

If changes were going to take place, that was the easiest

to do, and it was the one that would show up - the most tangible one.
People could see a change immediately.
'85.

So this was, again, spring of

We went back to the school committee after the staff said, 'Yes,

let's do it', for their permission to go ahead, which we did.

It was

very exciting.”
The faculty, with Principal C's support, went on to not only raise
a significant amount of money to make environmental changes, but the
committee as a whole convinced the school board to pass a $200,000 bond
issue to do capital improvements.

Support continued to grew from Prin¬

cipal C's grassroots, low-key approach to change.

"So at this time we

were beginning to build this whole feeling that the faculty is involved.
We created a faculty advisory council.

Anybody could come who wanted

to, but that group of people would make decisions around these things
and, therefore, if you want to make decisions, you better come.

We had

study groups on things like discipline, on specific curriculum like the
arts, social studies, gifted and talented issues, and tracking."
Principal C's discussions around the hot tub were flourishing.
"People sit around a table eating, laughing, no pressure, talk about
what you want, nobody's keeping notes.
began to boil over.

So we did a lot of that and that

When we have in-service days we'd do that.

would you like to have in a talk or discussion?’.
to say,

'What

I think people began

'Well, you know, let's stop talking about curriculum and start

talking about something else', and I think that's a significant dif¬
ference."
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Principal C's goals continued to be:

getting more people involved

and fostering creative thinking about teaching and learning.

"What

began to be talked about was that curriculum doesn't only include what
is taught, but it also includes how you teach.
close to learning how to teach.

So now we were getting

The further you come away from teach¬

ing, the closer you get to learning."
Throughout the next few years, the faculty began to function as a
cohesive group focused on restructuring their school.

Many possibil¬

ities were discussed until a new program was selected for its high
success rate with students’ learning.

Classes are now 90 minutes long

and three main subjects are studied per semester.

Principal C hints

that this is just a temporary phase in this faculty’s journey toward a
totally integrated curriculum.
reform that I've found out.

"That's an interesting thing about

It starts because people locally begin to

say things in this school aren't the way they should be and probably use
all the bad ways to start the process, do not use the learned ways to
make things happen, and, therefore, it evolves and suddenly you look out
and find that other people were doing the same thing but using different
terms."

Principal C continues:

"So the term restructuring, which is

the current 'term' for reform in the schools, was what we were doing all
along.

Right from the very beginning we were restructuring our school

for education, with the focus being on learning and students.
didn’t know it.

And we

And so now when we use the term restructuring it's

because other people have been using it for a long time, but what we're
doing here fits that definition.

We are restructuring, and now we are a
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little more sophisticated in knowing how to go about getting help to
look for us."
Principal C reflects a quiet enthusiasm for all that has occurred
in the last ten years at the school.
of change.

He views himself as a facilitator

He does not take charge, but quietly and supportively

empowers others to investigate their ideas and visions.

"As this whole

thing is happening there is more and more focus coming to the end.
There is no end.
more of the focus.
clear yet.

An endless hallway.

But now we can see a little bit

We're not totally clear - the image is not totally

More and more people are involved.

in the future is big time change.

What we may be proposing

We’re going to do big time changes

and we need support to acccmp1ish this change."
Principal C frequently involves the corrmunity to comment upon and
add to the school vision of reform.

"One day we had a day called

'Turnabout Day’ in which any student in the high school could, if they
could get one adult, 21 years or older, to take their place in school,
then they did not have to come to school that day.
asked to ride the buses, not bring their cars.

So the folks were

We had as many as pos¬

sible and they stayed the whole day."
Principal C also spoke throughout the interview about his own
dreams and visions of what learning really is for children.

Oddly

enough, his visions do not parallel or reflect what is happening at his
school.

"My school," as he calls it, "would be 18 students and myself,

for a whole year, out of the building, off somewhere learning about
anything and everything first-hand."
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When questioned as to why this dream contrasted so radically with
the program he was administering. Principal C comfortably said, ’’Well,
then it wouldn’t be the school the faculty wants.

I'm here to facil¬

itate how they want to change things.’’
"Change needs people willing to risk.
to take criticism.

Change needs people willing

It also needs people willing to take criticism and

bite their tongues."
In another interview, Principal C went on to discuss again his
role as a facilitator.

"My job is to help others develop.

help others have the proper knowledge to make decisions."

My job is to
He feels it

all comes back to the philosophy of vision.

"My vision creates my

style.

If you don't stand for

I use it to motivate and direct me.

something, you fall for everything.

I keep moving and supporting what

we all agree on."
Principal C believes that the total community must be involved in
educational change.

"It takes months, oftentimes years.

People have to

be asked 'If you could have it the way you wanted, what would it look
like?'

Input from all who want to participate is so important."
Principal C states that "no one has the real finger on good eval¬

uations of faculty.
years.

There have been so many possibilities over the

I try to help teachers look at the indications of learning.

assume learning is taking place.

We

I try to help the teachers in their

observations of the indicators of learning.

I try to help them see that

what they observe is added to their knowledge of how to teach better."
Trust is another major issue Principal C focuses on.
parents, and students have to trust each other.

Faculty,

"When decisions are
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made, sometimes they’re made by consensus, sometimes by majority.

We

have to trust that decisions are made in everyone’s best interest."
Principal C feels getting to a trusting level does not happen overnight.
For him the foundations of trust came perhaps from social gatherings
around the hot tub with Principal C.

These get-togethers enhanced a

sense of personal ccrrmitment and concern for one another.
"Ownership" is another issue pertinent to Principal C's focus on
change.

Both faculty and ccrrmunity members "must believe they are part

of the change.

It's my job to make it exciting.

a sense that change is doable."

It’s my job to create

Principal C has created many evenings

where the school invites parents and other ccrrmunity members into the
school.

"They are informed of what’s going on, invited to participate,

and encouraged to question."
agendas".

Some people came forward with "negative

Principal C believes a leader intent on change "must engage

them to discuss the negative agendas first.

Keep your enemies close to

you.

Principal C describes

Take them in as quickly as possible."

himself as a personal mediator.
as possible.

"Create as many ccrrmuni cat ions avenues

Positive and negative leaders in a group can be part of a

full global agenda."

Principal C believes if the focus is to change,

then "you must give as many people choices as possible.

Create lots of

vehicles of communication".
Principal C believes the most important characteristies to have if
you’re an administrator who fosters educational change is to "have a lot
of energy, know your field, and don't take yourself too seriously."
sense of humor is critical "to take you through your shortcomings".
Another important trait is a "keen sense for detail".

The emotion of

A
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the energy it takes to live up to everyone's expectations is sometimes
intense.
people.

"You need to know and be consistent in how to deal with
You have to try to be up all the time."

Faculty of Principal C
Two faculty members who work with Principal C were interviewed.
"He's an initiator," one faculty member described.
strongly in teacher empowerment.

"He believes

He really believes teachers should

have a say in every facet of school life."
never lets his own ego get in the way.

Another teacher states, "He

He's not a power person.

absolutely ccrrmitted to change and loves to share decisions.

He is

I think

he's more comfortable when he shares them."
When asked what was the most important attribute of this
principal, both teachers responded in a similar manner.
say, but he gives me power.
tiny.

I feel like I'm in charge of my own des¬

I know I won't be shot down for trying anything."
"I'm comfortable," said another.

room.

"It's funny to

"I have a say in my own class¬

I feel free to express my own opinions.

He allows me to work

toward my own goal."
Both teachers stated that they had worked with Principal C as a
faculty peer before he became principal.

"I don't think we realized how

different things could be before he became principal.

I just had no

idea how active a teacher could be in working towards change 'til he
(Principal C) took the job.

He revolutionized our school in such a

quiet way."
When asked about the process of change, one teacher described, "We
have so many meetings.

You can really decide what you want to work on.
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The only down side of it all is that shared decision making is time
consuning."
Another teacher says, "I think we have an unusual school.
our faculty is involved in working on some aspect of change.
of that."

Most of

I an proud

It certainly appeared that Principal C empowered teachers to

think about what they wanted to change.
"Anyone can initiate an idea.
ccrrmittee.

Anyone.

We sit at a round table.

He gives his input like everyone else.
what we say.

I'mon a staff development

Principal C records what we say.
Then he sees his job to act on

He's a genuine facilitator."

This faculty has not only just finished initiating the building of
a new school, but they have adopted a new way of teaching.
teaches in a 90 minute block of time.

Faculty and ccnnmunity worked

together to consider and adopt these changes.
are really coming together at the school.
"pushes for change.

Each teacher

"Sometimes we feel things

It's exciting."

Principal C

He reminds us we're only part-way toward our goals.

We now have Individual Learning Plans for all new freshmen and soph¬
omores.

We’re working toward interdisciplinary teaching now."

The faculty of this school is doing a lot of team teaching, plus
beginning to work on the interdisciplinary teams.
solar car right now," said an English teacher.

"We're building a

"The math, science, and

English departments are working together on this project.
involved in the Ccrrmunity Service project next.

I want to get

I think English could

really work there."
Both teachers spoke of the ability to dream up what you thought
was great with the blessing of Principal C.

"There's no pressure on the
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teachers who don't want to do this.

If we want to do it, he (Principal

C) finds a way to schedule it for us."

Another way of promoting change

by the principal seemed to be of being the person who knew where to get
resources to accomplish something.
lot.

"You know, he (Principal C) reads a

He knows all the cutting edge stuff.

If we want to do something

new, he gives us the red carpet treatment."
When asked what was the most important educational change which
occurred at the school, both teachers agreed, "teacher empowerment and
shared decision-making.
work.

If we didn't have this, new ideas wouldn't

It has to come from those who do the work."

Principal C "knows

change is a process".
The problem identified with being a school where so much has
occurred is the aspect of always doing a "dog and pony show.
once a month we have lots of professionals visit us.
are tedious.

At least

Frequent visitors

There’s a pressure to show visitors how we do things.

pressure comes from us.
are difficult."

The

We want to show them and yet the interruptions

The school right now is applying to be part of the

Coalition of Essential Schools, a group of schools corrmitted to educa¬
tional reform.

Visitors who come to view the educational programs are

charged fifty dollars a visit.
development fund.

This money then goes into a staff

The coffer is filling up.

"Principal C has taught us to really want the excitement of
change.

We always seem to say 'what if' now.

ing about a new idea.
for more.

We get right into think¬

Sometimes it's exhausting, but I keep coming back
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Parents of Principal C
Three parents were interviewed from Prinopal C's school.

None of

the three professed to know him well, but two had been involved in
ccnrmittee work at the school which produced decisions regarding educa¬
tion change.

"He's a fair and caring principal.

what's best for the school."
with a lot of impact.

He always wants to do

They perceived him as a quiet personality

"He comes to all the meetings.

He gives us (the

parents) the opportunity to talk all we want."
"He does a really good job of keeping parents informed.

If you’re

not on a committee, then you can go to meetings at the school to find
out what's going on.

He makes sure to mail us important information.

He doesn’t take the chance of letting the kids bring it heme."
Another parent describes Principal C as an "active listener.
just never see him in his office.

You

He's always out in the halls talking

with kids or teachers or parents."
"He has the kids at heart.

He's always trying to find out how the

kids can learn better."
Although the three parents did not know Principal C well, their
general impression was that he was "willing to listen, willing to meet
about issues, very involved, didn't have his own agenda".

Seme of their

lack of close contact could come from the fact that this school is a
high school.

High school parents are traditionally less involved in

their children's day-to-day educational experience than are the parents
of elementary or middle school children.
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Students of Principal C
Two students were interviewed regarding Principal C.

One student

perceived Principal C as "risking his job for our new educational
program".

This student felt that the principal was willing to put his

job on the line to support what the faculty and students wanted.
Another related, "He knows what's going on in other schools.
our student-faculty group understand some new options."

He helped

This student

felt that "every student had a chance to say our piece about Oddessey
(the new educational program).

He encouraged the kids to visit other

school programs to help them think about what ours should be."
When asked about community support for the school, both students
were enthusiastic.
school."
leaders".

"There is lots of information out there about our

Principal C "has a lot of meetings with parents and business
The school has a community day just for the purpose of teach¬

ing the community about new things going on in the school.
One of the students thought that "grades have gone up as a result
of our new program.

The new program has brought us together.

of like nationalism in our school.

It’s sort

We all can take part in the deci¬

sions".
Principal C is not "locked up in his office doing paperwork.
on all our committees.

He's

He's very involved in our Carnegie Planning Team

and also with the Coalition for Essential Schools group."

It was

surprising that these two particular students knew so much about how and
why carmittees and planning times worked.
Another student described the school as being part of a rural
cormunity.

"The school is the epicenter of what goes on out here.

Lots
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of conmunity activities happen here.
coverage."

The newspaper gives us lots of

Both students agreed the school was forward thinking, excit¬

ing, and the principal was "optimistic for change to keep happening".
Sirrmary of Principal C
Principal C received very similar descriptions to Principals A and
B with the exception of parents.

Parents did not seem to be as aware of

the principal's effectiveness as in other schools.
Principal C certainly exhibited strong organizational skills.

His

"empowerment" style was respected and appreciated by teachers, students,
and parents alike.

His evaluation procedure was unique and also gained

respect in that he was open and willing to adnit that it might not be
the best there could be.

Principal C was looked upon as a strong facil¬

itator of what faculty or corrmittee people wanted to accomplish.

They

were given "the red carpet" in terms of access to research, in-service
training, and observation of other programs.
Gender did not seem to play a part in the interviewees’ opinions
of Principal C.

He was referred to as a dedicated "person", but his

maleness was never mentioned in regards to how he carried out the
position.
Principal C seemed to fit the categories of research in terms of
being a leader able to facilitate change.

Certainly the interviews lead

to the conclusion that Principal C works toward a group vision.

Perhaps

the strongest observed behavior was the radical change this school went
through in terms of its teacher empowerment, shared decision-making, and
the major reworking of the school hours.

Principal C was certainly

behind these positive instructional environments.

His evaluation
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procedure was thoughtful, goa1-oriented, and supportive.

Analyzing

outcomes seemed to be a major role of his during his committee work.
Finally, it certainly seems validated by all interviews that Principal C
maximized both parent, faculty, and student resources to the greatest
possibi1ity.

Principal D

Principal D is head of a magnet school where parents have played
an integral role in the education process.
Principal D describes her major role as primarily a facilitator.
The workings of the school she confirmed were "not my own making, not my
own agenda, not my own cause.

I am there to facilitate the faculty and

clients of the school to work toward high quality education."

Principal

D feels a principal's main job is to help pull things together.
cipals must have a unique ability to see the whole picture.
the trenches initiate the ideas.

I take them to completion."

"Prin¬

Those in
Principal

D believes as an administrator one must have eclectic educational views.
"You must be able to see the common ground people share and help others
toward seeing and appreciating it.
change."

There is more than one way to effect

Principal D sees change as "a process, not as an event".

When discussing how she adninisters her school, Principal D feels
it's very important to personally understand the people.

"You must pay

attention to the nitty-gritty and yet, while knowing it, you have to get
the trivia, the mechanics, out of the way quickly - get to the good
stuff."

People are cautious and conservative about change.

"I've
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always done it this way:

'We're starting fresh.

walk through things comfortably.’"

I'm here to help you

Principal D encourages faculty and

parent groups to learn new ideas, but feels it's important to give them
permission to try new things but to also reject them if they don’t like
or aren't comfortable with them.

"The heck with the ground rules.

We

need to really have our own agenda here."
"I have my own dream," says Principal D, "but I have to be realis¬
tic.

I can't have the luxury of imposing my ideas."
Lots of brainstorming, pain, and sometimes conflict oftentimes go

into the process of change, relates Principal D.

She encourages faculty

and parent groups that it's okay to have different opinions, it's okay
to argue.

"We can't have growth without it.

others' objections.

We must listen and hear

We can't pretend it's not there."

ress toward change as not a direct route.
the problems change.

She cites prog¬

"The group so often changes,

Sometimes there’s lots of side stepping."

Principal D believes that another key to progress toward change is
to get everyone involved in the thought process toward new ideas.

"Get

them to understand there is no one good process toward change."
"Oftentimes I'm running by the seat of my pants on these leader¬
ship and change issues.
as professionals.

I need to help people learn to trust ourselves

Ultimately,

I try to pull us together as a community,

constant1y."
Principal D gets behind the scenes on a personal level with fac¬
ulty, students, and parents.
connections."
community.

"I make connections.

My role is building

She admits this is easier with the faculty than the large

"Then I work through the kids.

They talk about their
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excitement about school at heme.
parents into the building.

We must constantly work at drawing

I'm always playing on the positive."

School based management is an integral component of being able to
create change. Principal D believes.

"Bringing everyone into the plan¬

ning process gets people used to working together and thinking about
change.

The more power you have, the more you have to give away."

Building off people’s gripes is also a way to start.

"If there are a

lot of negative problems, then start by listening to the complaints.
Make changes in response to complaints.

Then let's get on to moving

forward."
Grade level meetings and common planning times are also critical
facets of school communication and movements toward change.
can, meet often, meet in small and large groups.
speak from the heart on how things are going.

"If you

People must be able to

Directly hear the issues

and focus on them rather than the adninistrative stuff.

Put all that in

writing."
Principal D does not chair her faculty meetings.
revolving chair.

She has a

They begin the meetings with a ten minute opportunity

to give verbal thank you’s or to share something that’s worked well for
a particular teacher recently.
as well.

The agenda is always set by the faculty

"It is a teachers’ meeting."

Constantly encouraging teachers

to take the power, she says, gives them the awareness of how much
responsibility is involved as well.
Build on what is in for each person.

"You have to work on the tie-ins.
Tap into their own investments."

Modeling is another important leadership tactic Principal D uses
to create change.

"Do as I do, not as I say.

Work by example.

When
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something needs to be done at the school, do it for them (parents,
teachers, students) as quickly as possible.
change.”

Make them believers in

If teachers need to have something done. Principal D wi11 also

do it with them whenever possible.

Another side of this occurs when

there is something which needs to be done in the school which no one
else can or will do.

”Our students wanted to start a gardening club.

No teachers were available to help with it so I did it myself.
this as your being available to them.

Kids see

Teachers see it as helping the

general goals of the school.”
The barriers to change in schools to Principal D are "people not
wanting to change, carrying difficult attitudes around with them".
Building consensus, continuing to throw out new ideas and information,
"applauding their arguments, making them verbalize what they want, are
all ways to work against these barriers."
Principal D conducts evaluations by joining with the faculty
members to discuss with them, in a positive and supportive way, what
direction they choose to grow in.
selves and choose a direction.
support them.

"They have to think about it them¬

Then it's easy from there on.

If they don't move toward change,

I just

I ask them why and help

them get started again."
Constantly creating ways for teachers to feel more flexible,
having them "see" other ways to do things, "undoing the infrastructure,
helping teachers trust one another .

.

. it's a constant process."

When asked what main characteristies were most important to being
a principal ccrrmitted to facilitating change, Principal D responded,
"being persistent, pragnatic, and being a people person":

persistent in
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terms of not giving up on moving toward change, pragmatic in terms of
understanding one’s own role in educational change, being a people
person in terms of always being committed to making those "tie-ins”,
those connections, getting people to trust each other and new ideas.
Faculty of Principal D
Two faculty members at Principal D’s school were interviewed.
Principal D is "an excellent problem solver.
comes, she doesn't lament about it.

Whatever situation

She finds ways of dealing with it."

This teacher felt Principal D was willing to take risks to allow people
she worked with to be the professional people they were.
worry about the teachers reflecting on the principal."
not dictate her own ideas.

"She didn’t
Principal D did

"She was willing to accept the teachers’

professional ideas and expertise.

She was always willing to learn."

Principal D was very understanding of the need to be pro parent.
"She put herself out there as an advocate of teachers and children.
put in lots of extra hours involving parents."

She

"From the beginning to

the end," says one faculty member, "she's very much an advocate of all.
She had a courageous, laizzez-faire attitude toward the teachers.

She

was willing to be non-traditional."
Principal D was very big on self-evaluation and professional
development.

She encouraged grant writing capabilities, as well as

helped teachers learn a balance in terms of change.
negative sense of control.
our priorities.”

She worked with us.

"She never had a

She helped us focus on

Principal D always tried to find a way to accomplish

what her constituents wanted.

"Lots of times she watched us in the

classroom," relates one teacher.

"Her style made us feel good.

If she
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was watching, it was to gain an understanding of the kids, or the sub¬
ject, or the classroom.

I trusted her.

I felt secure.”

At faculty meetings, one teacher describes a "sense of empowerment”.

"Everyone rotated as the leader of the meeting.

an easel to put up and work on the agenda.
for all."

We always had

It was a growing experience

The sharing time at the beginning of the meeting "gave us a

pat on the back.

It built morale."

one prior to the meeting.

The agenda was always set by every¬

"Any adninistrative information was always in

writing by her (Principal D) before the meeting."
Communication to parents was also a priority of the principal, as
the faculty members observed.

"We have a monthly newsletter to parents.

It also helped us see what we were doing in the other classrooms.

Just

reading the newsletter to the parents gave us a lot of respect for
ourselves and what we were all doing in our classrooms."

Principal D

got faculty and parents together constantly on "all sorts of committees.
It really helped communication."
"As a faculty we were constantly goal-setting.

She always put us

in an environment where we were looking at what we were doing and where
we were going from there."

Another faculty notes:

was really an important part of the process.

"Spinning our wheels

We saw where we were.

talked a lot about what kind of decisions we wanted to be making.

We
It

was a good basis for setting priorities."
When asked about change, both faculty stated, "There has been
significant change in our school."

When asked why, both said it was due

to the "principal's leadership style.

She allowed us to self-reflect."
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The changes, however, both agreed, were not always apparent to the
untrained eye.

"You had to understand the school to see the change."

The major drawback to changes initiated by the faculty and parent
corrmittees was due to finances.

As the economy tightened, it was less

possible to continue some of the programs initiated by the committees.
Sometimes changes were proposed at the school that Principal D did
not support.

"Her objections were always based on information she knew

but couldn't control, things she knew about but we didn't.

Sometimes we

backed off when we understood the information she shared with us.

Some¬

times she tried to support us even if she believed our ideas wouldn't
work."
Faculty, although empowered, were willing to give Principal D a
lot of responsibility.

"She pushed for us at school committee meetings.

We liked that but we didn’t want to do it ourselves."
Both faculty members agreed that one couldn't have change imposed
from above.

"You have to be involved in the change to make it work.

We

all wanted non-grading, portfolios, more parent conferencing, so we all
made them work."
Both teachers also agreed:
Ours can't be replicated.

"Our change isn't someone else's.

Each school needs to follow its own path.

There may be set ways to accomplish change, but each situation varies so
much.

Change is so individual."

Parents of Principal D
Three parents were interviewed who had children at Principal D's
school.

All three had been very involved in committee work regarding

the direction of the school educationally.
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"It's hard to disconnect her (Principal D) from the whole picture
of the school,” relates one parent.
vision of the school."

"She’s so ccrrmitted to the whole

Another states, "The ideas weren’t her ideas.

They came from the faculty and parents.
was her job to keep things together.
evaluating.

She gave people free reign.

It

The school was constantly self-

She was always involved with teachers and parents."

Another parent states, "She made a philosophically conscious
effort to make it a partnership among parents, faculty, and the ccrrmjnity.

There were people in the classrooms all the time."
One parent stated how "comfortable" he was at the school.

a closeness, an accessibility.
feedback.

"I felt

She looked genuinely to parents for

You could get as involved as possible in the school."

Principal D's role was as a "facilitator", cites a parent.
had the respect of the parents.
for the school.

"She

She wasn't afraid to speak up publicly

She had a strong personality.

You couldn't push her

around, but she was very tuned in, very unthreatening."
Another parent observed, "While she let people who were brirrming
with ideas do their thing in terms of vision for the school, she tied
the whole thing together.
well."

She had control of making sure things ran

All three parents saw Principal D as wel1-organized.

warm and approachab 1 e, but had boundaries and limits.
person.

"She was

She was no mousy

She sets up a relaxed atmosphere, but held people in check."

One parent commented that Principal D's ability to lead was
different from being a supervisor.
tone.

"She knows how to set the right

She helps people critically evaluate v^iat’s going on."
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Another parent observed, "I found it hard to see the principal as
different when the regular teachers were making decisions.
involved in a lot of discussion with all of them.

She was

Sometimes I don't

think the teachers realized how much autonomy they really had.”

Prin¬

cipal D always seemed to be helping the teachers to "think bigger".

The

parents and faculty wanted to move toward implementation of integrated
services.

Principal D "really helped us look at the whole picture and

we ended up with total integration of everything.

Classroom teachers

and specialists had time to share information and plans for a child."
Parents seemed to be aware of the common planning times and team¬
ing arrangements which were encouraged and facilitated by the principal.
"It looked like she (Principal D) organized lots of time to prepare
jointly."

They were also aware of professional development issues for

the faculty.

"I know they had time at their faculty meetings to share

what they learned at conferences.

The principal organized the meetings

so that was possible."
Parents were especially proud of this school.

Their pride seemed

to reflect the involvement they had had in the school, as well as the
actual changes they had accomplished.

"We instituted cooperative learn¬

ing, learning and resource centers, used parents as aides, hired a
Carnegie coordinator for the local business community, worked on con¬
flict resolution programs, developed a conference and portfolio report¬
ing system.
on.

These were things the principal helped us form consensus

ft

Principal D "would pick and choose what to get behind.
effectively spread positive ideas.

She very

All our committees funneled up to
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the School Based Management Team."
decisions at the lowest level.

Principal D also encouraged making

"Then the steering ccrrmittee examined

and approved the decisions."
Principal D always appeared very visible.
able.

"She was always avail¬

She was always prompt with notes going heme.

She had a column in

the school newspaper and was always there at school ccrrmittee meetings."
Parents felt she was "fair, no nonsense, always doing the down and dirty
stuff, couldn’t be manipulated, never let a parent push her around,
always had a presence".
Principal D "always tried to help us change our mindset.

She

didn’t want us to settle for mediocrity.

Parents and faculty seemed to

extend themselves more if she was there.

It was important to shape the

community this way."
All agreed with one parent who said, "She facilitated a real sense
of community at our school.

We were a real group."

Students of Principal D
Three students were interviewed from Principal D’s school.
Principal D "was smart.

She knew how to take care of problems.

She liked to make kids comfortable."
Another related, "We had gatherings every week where the whole
school got together.
things then.

She would give us seme information, kids presented

Sometimes she'd bring up an idea and she’d ask for the

kids’ ideas on it.

I think she would try to make changes if the kids

were unhappy."
This elementary school had a student council.

"We made a

declaration of independence and we made our own rules.

We had clean up
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days.

The principal always helped us with these things.

She always

helped clean up."
All the students interviewed did not think the ccmnjnity knew
enough about their school.
schools, but nice.

"I see our school as separate from other

It’s different than other schools.”

council seemed fairly active.

The student

"When there was a kids' problem, the

student council and the teachers met and settled the dispute.”

When

there was a problem with a particular child, students described the
teacher as going to the heme to work on the problem, "to settle the
issues.

I think this is something the principal and all the teachers

decided to do."
Students were aware of faculty ccrrmunication and meetings.
had meetings after school.
sometimes."

"They

They talked about things and changed things

Kids seemed to know that many parents were involved, too.

They saw parents as aides, and as volunteers in almost all the class¬
rooms.
Students did not seem to be aware of the depth of the changes but
did notice them on the surface.

They noticed *hen the classrooms became

integrated with special needs students.

They all cemented that they

liked the portfolios and the meetings with the teachers at the end of
the year.

"We had this meeting with our parents and the teacher,

got to say what we liked and what we didn't like about the year.

we
Then

the teacher talked with us."
The students perceived that although the teachers were the ones
who actualized the changes, they seemed to think the principa' was
always involved on some level.
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Principal D "never would do anything to make us uncomfortable.
She cared.

She tried.

She went out of her way to make everyone happy."

Summary of Principal D
Principal D garnered similar opinions from most all interviewees.
She was a strong communicator on all levels, with faculty, parents, and
students.

Her organizational skills seemed to be key to keeping things

moving along toward continued change in the school.

Most interviewees

conmented on her ability to facilitate issues and not bring in her own
agenda.

She was respected by faculty as having an evaluation procedure

which reflected teachers’ integrity and their willingness to work toward
goals.

Principal D, as other principals, seemed to be everywhere; lead¬

ing assemblies, at school committee meetings, in the classrooms, and at
faculty and committee meetings.
The only indication of awareness of gender came from parents who
often described her as a "strong person.

You can't push her around".

Another parent said, "You can't manipulate her."

No one interviewed for

the two male principals described men principals in this way.

Both

female principals were described in terms of being "tough" or in many
ways "strong like a man".
Principal D reflects the conclusions of the research.

She works

in a directed way toward a group vision, she facilitated many new
educational programs, supported and encouraged positive instructional
environments, her evaluation procedure was very respected, she appeared
to constantly analyze outcomes, and seemed to maximize both parent and
faculty resources to the utmost.
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Analysis of Results

Research was done regarding the principals, faculty, parents, and
students of four schools in Berkshire County, Massachusetts, on how
principals foster educational change.

One school was elementary, one

was a middle school, one a regular high school, and another an alter¬
native high school.

The most difficult challenge was obtaining informa¬

tion from clients of the alternative high school as there was a tran¬
siency which made it difficult to find respondents.
Two principals studied were male, two were female.

The only

gender issues uncovered at all were related in terms of the female
elementary school principal being described as being "tough, not able to
be pushed around, held her ground, she was very strong".

These male¬

like characteristics were applied only to this principal and no other
gender related ccrrments were made regarding the other three principals.
As Eagly, Karan, and Johnson (1992) cautioned in their meta-analysis of
gender related leadership styles, no one should assure a leader’s sex
has any bearing on the potential to be an effective principal.
Information found will be used to answer the three main questions
proposed.

Recent findings of theoretical research regarding the prin¬

cipal and his/her role in educational change will be addressed within
the proposed questions.
Question One.

What qualities must a school principal possess to

be a change agent and foster reform in schools?
There were seven qualities which stood out from the interviews as
being integral to being a change agent and fostering reform in schools.
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These qualities reflect the research regarding leadership skills in
school principals (Chance and Grady, 1990, Deal and Peterson, 1990,
OSSE, 1991, Shieve and Shoenheit, 1987) yet are put in slightly dif¬
ferent terminology for the purposes of explanation in this study.

For

the purposes of this study, these qualities were high levels of ability
in:

conmunication, facilitation, organization, high visibi1ity/public

relations, grass roots ideas support, information, and support and
respect.
Communication
Richard Wallace, superintendent of schools in Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania (1991) repeatedly emphasizes how important the ability to
communicate and articulate is in a reform focused school.
principals exhibited strong communication skills.

All four

Perhaps the most

obvious in most of the principals’ actions was the creation of common
planning times.

These principals set up times for faculty to meet

together, with or without him/her, to exchange ideas, plans, and
thoughts.

All held faculty meetings where teachers in all four schools

expressed a feeling of security and definitely ’’trust" because of so
many avenues of communication.
community.

The principal would then move on to the

Principal A formed a "community forum, oftentimes bringing

in ministers, business leaders, and physicians".
another layer to the ccrrmunications network.

These people added

Principal B held daily

faculty meetings to discuss her oftentimes difficult students.
created an openness.

"She

We were comfortable to express the negative."

parent of Principal B commented on the principal’s ability to "let us

A
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know what's happening.

She mailed letters to us so if we didn't go to a

meeting at the school, we'd still know the news."
Principal C was famous in his area for his "hot tub" gatherings of
faculty members.

He constantly invited fellow faculty over to his house

to talk about school issues.

When these issues grew, Principal C and

other faculty members formed a ccrrmittee to look at the whole district.
The committee consisted of 70 to 100 faculty and community people dis¬
tributed into four committees.
going.

Meanwhile, Principal C kept his faculty

"People sit around a table, eating,

laughing, no pressure, talk

about what you want, nobody’s keeping notes".
many evenings for parents.

Principal C also created

"They are informed of what’s going on,

invited to participate, and encouraged to question."
states:

Principal C

"Create as many vehicles of communication as possible."

Principal D felt that lots of brainstorming, pain, and sometimes
conflict go into the process of change.
can’t have growth without it.
objections.

She encouraged "arguing".

"We

We must listen and hear each other’s

We can't pretend it's not there.”

Principal D also talked

about communication with students as integral in terms of accomplishing
change.

"I make connections.

work through the kids.
home."

My role is building connections.

Then I

They talk about their excitement about school at

She works hard at getting everyone to talk.

often, meet in small and large groups.
from the heart on how things are going.

"If you can, meet

People must be able to speak
Directly hear the issues and

focus on them rather than the administrative stuff."

She also states

how important it is to be a "people person, always being committed to
making these tie-ins".

Communication to parents in terms of a
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newsletter is a priority of this principal regarding moving toward
change.

"Just sending the newsletter to the parents gave us a lot of

respect for ourselves and what we were all doing in the classrooms.

In

regards to students, Principal D was described as bringing the whole
school together weekly.
presented things then.
for the kids’

"She would give us some information, kids
Sometimes she'd bring up an idea and she'd ask

ideas on it.

I think she would try to make changes if the

kids were unhappy," stated one student.
Bennis and Nanus (1985) and Sergiovanni (Renchler, 1991) both
discuss this complex task of communication.

According to both sources,

the communication of values, beliefs, and cultural strands are imper¬
ative to give the school as a whole its unique identity.
All four principals seemed to reflect this research, summarized by
Principal C when he stated:
possible.

"Create as many communication avenues as

Positive and negative leaders in a group can be part of a

full global agenda.

Create a lot of vehicles for communication."

Faci1itation
Facilitation was a second major underpinning of a principal who
fostered change in school.

The ability to see the need and create a

situation where change could grow and flourish was essential.
Manasse (Renchler, 1991) identifies this as "strategic vision".

A. Lorri
This

ability, Manasse states, gives life, meaning, and a sense of purpose to
an organization.
student learning.

Principal A saw his major role as a facilitator for
He had a standard plan for creating avenues for

change.

He finds an idea generated by a parent, student, or faculty

member.

The principal then proceeds to focus on consciousness raising
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for the entire staff.

He then identifies a core group of people who

would like to address the issue.

As Deal and Peterson (1990) suggest in

their guidelines, he sets up a forun to discuss the idea or problem.

He

forms an official task force so that the group can really do something
about the problem.

He then moves toward "co-opting the opposition",

where he tries to convince the ones opposed to the new idea.

Principal

A continually feeds more information to the leaders as well.

He then

moves to the corrmunity at large.

After this, he facilitates task force

members to work on a grant or a plan for the new idea.

The facilitation

of common planning times by this principal as well as the others dem¬
onstrates how principals can orchestrate avenues for ideas for change to
generate.
itator.
better".

Principal A also said "the kids need to see me as a facil¬
They need to know I am there to help change things for the
A faculty member of Principal A's stated that he set up

situations that "got us talking with everybody".
Principal C regards himself as a "facilitator of change".

He does

not take charge but "quietly and supportively empowers others to inves¬
tigate their ideas and visions".

Even though Principal C's school is

not the dream school he would personally have, he states, "Well, that
wouldn’t be the school the faculty wants.
they want to change things."
others develop.

I'm here to facilitate how

Again, he states, "My job here is to help

My job is to help others have the proper knowledge to

make decisions ...

I keep moving and supporting what we all agree on".

Teachers at this school related, "If we want to do it, he finds a way to
schedule it for us".
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Principal B describes herself as what all four principal hope to
continually be:

"I always see myself as a support person for all kinds

of creative ideas and change."

Deal and Peterson (1990) support this

statement by calling the principal a "healer", one who oversees transi¬
tions and changes in the school.
The ability to put together the necessary pieces, set up situa¬
tions where communication, planning, and acting on ideas can happen is a
necessary element or quality which fosters change.

Without an active

facilitator to orchestrate and set up the props, change is not able to
result as quickly.
Organization
Organization is still another critical quality of a principal
intent on facilitating change.

Almost all the literature reviewed

suggested that organizational skills were paramount to setting the stage
for change (Blumberg, 1986, Bennis and Nanus, 1985, ERS, 1982, Bennis
and Gorton, 1983, National Commission for the Principal ship, 1991).
Principal A's method of organization is to work on all "management
issues outside the school hours and leadership activities inside school
hours".

He sets up forums for teachers, parents, and students to dis¬

cuss problems.
Principal B "believes organization is a critical key to good
leadership.

Constituencies are going to see you as a good leader if you

are organized.

The managerial stuff has to get taken care of early.

Get it out of the way in the early morning."

A parent of Principal D

described her as having "control of making sure things ran well."
three of the parents interviewed for Principal C saw her as

All
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wel1-organized.

Parents of Principal C seemed to be very aware of how

organized the meetings and planning sessions were of Principal C.
In many ways, organizational skills are an underpinning necessary
for all the other abilities and skills to occur.
(1987) emphatically reinforce this belief.

Rouzes and Posner

No bureaucrat or leader

could possibly move toward working on any new or different concept
without accomplishing basic organizational goals.

It is difficult to

imagine change without an organized substructure.
Support of Grass Roots Ideas
All principals interviewed stressed that the schools which they
administered were not necessarily the model that they themselves would
choose.

And yet, change occurred because the principal was there to

support what the faculty, parents, and student body wanted as their
dream or vision of a good school.

This study found that encouraging

ideas from the bottom to surface and thrive seemed integral to the
change process.

This is somewhat of a departure from the findings of a

great deal of the literature.

Many researchers have defined the prin¬

cipal him/herself as the major origin of the school's vision.

Bennis

and Nanus (1985) state that the principal's (own) guiding vision is the
first basic ingredient of school reform.

Sergiovanni (Renchler, 1991)

calls the principal the "high priest" and Manasse (Renchler, 1991) dis¬
cusses how important the principal's "personal vision" is in school
reform.
Faculty of Principal A describes him as "very non-top down.
ideas came from consensus.
change".

He is a good listener.

Most

He never ordered

Another faculty spoke about Principal A's efforts to build a
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vision together.

"We developed a ten-year, long range plan together."

This principal was always there to encourage and support others' ideas.
Principal A was perceived by those parents interviewed as being commit¬
ted to school based management.

"You could sign up to work on curric¬

ulum development, teacher selection, or other committees."

Parents felt

Principal A emphasized a willingness to give everyone and everything "a
shot".

There was an emphasis on al1 kinds of teams.

One parent remem¬

bered him saying, "You can do it if you get together and work it out".
Principal B stated, "I've always seen myself as a support person
for creative ideas.

I

like to work with all kinds of groups".

Prin¬

cipal B stated that the direction of the school may not always "be where
you, personally, want to go".
Principal C rarely initiates any ideas.

He provides numerous

opportunities for faculty to learn about, discuss, and try out new
concepts with his support.

Principal C related how he helped faculty

members produce a film illustrating the poor conditions of the school.
He then went on to encourage committees to work toward changing the
conditions.

The faculty then went on to raise money to create environ¬

mental changes, support continued to grow from Principal C's grass
roots, low-key approach to change.

"So at this time we were beginning

to build this whole feeling that the faculty is involved."

One faculty

member stated about Principal C, "He believes strongly in teacher
empowerment.

He really believes teachers should have a say in every

facet of school life".

Another said, "He's absolutely committed to

change and loves to share decisions".
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Principal D does not chair her faculty meetings.
revolving chair.

She has a

The agenda is always set by the faculty as well.

"It's a teachers’ meeting.”

She says, "Constantly encouraging teachers

to take the power gives them the awareness of how much responsibility is
involved as well”.
teachers' meetings.

Faculty describes the "sense of empowerment” felt at
"It was a growing experience for all."

Lightfoot (1983) is perhaps the strongest advocate of the findings
of this study.

She discusses how the principal must pick up cues from

the institutional culture.

She continues by highlighting the important

elements of interaction, even symbiosis, between leaders and followers.
High Visibility and Public Relations
All four principals made concerted efforts to become involved in
their communities and visible representatives of their schools.

While

presented in the literature as a component to educational reform, it was
mentioned predominantly in the most recent literature, suggesting that
the principal's role is continually evolving.

The National Commission

for the Principal ship (1990) states that the principal must stimulate
public support and engage community leaders.

Richard Wallace,

Pittsburgh Superintendent of Schools (1991) advocates that principals
must be able to articulate to the public about the educational process.
Sergiovanni's "high priest" (Renchler, 1991) would be the principal
responsible for public relations.

Deal and Peterson (1990) refer to the

principal as a "symbol" of the school who shares the vision of the
school with the community.
Principal A continually developed community forums, often bringing
in ministers, business leaders, or physicians.

This principal carefully
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articulated mission statements about the school.
quently with the students.

He also visits fre¬

He states, "Go to school ccrrmittee meetings.

Represent your school publicly."

He also attempts to get together with

the students at lunch or at meetings to discuss ccnmunication.
describes Principal A:

"He put himself on the line.

A parent

He participated on

ccnmnunity boards and let people know what our school was doing.
seemed to be everywhere when I came in.
teachers' room, disciplining a student."

I saw him in the halls, in the
Principal A also volunteered

his school to participate in activities or issues.
people out there.

He

"He always put his

Somehow he makes it tantalizing to get involved.

school now has a reputation for trying new things.

I

Our

like that,"

claimed a parent.
Principal B felt that it was critical to get information about the
school out into the general community.
why things are changing.

"Show the community the reasons

Let them have input and questions .

. .

It's

important to show parents that what you've been asked to do, you've done
it."
Principal C describes his community involvement and high visibil¬
ity.

"One day we had 'Turnabout Day', where students could get anyone

in the community to take their place in school.
to ride the buses, not drive their cars.
they stayed the whole day."
never see him in his office.
kids or teachers or parents."

So the folks were asked

We had as many as possible and

Parents of Principal C stated, "You just
He's always out in the halls talking with
When asked about the principal, one

student said Principal D "has lots of meetings with parents and business
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leaders".

The school has a ccrrmunity day just for the purpose of

teaching the carmunity about new things going on in the school.
Parents of Principal D describe her as very visible.
always available.

"She was

She was always prompt with notes going heme.

She had

a column in the school newspaper and was always there at school commit¬
tee meetings."
The OSSE report (1991) emphasized that regardless of a principal's
style, his/her ability to communicate the integrity of educational
programs and changes in a school was integral to the accomplishment of
this change.
I nformation
Nottingham (1983) listed as one of fourteen essential skills of an
effective principal as that of having experiential professional knowl¬
edge.

Early European and American principals always had a strong knowl¬

edge of a particular educational body of content.

Again, the OSSE

report (1991) strongly states that knowledge of educational research is
critical to school reform.

OSSE states that being an active learner and

understanding current research in areas related to faculty visions is
most important.
Sharing information was another very important area related to
fostering educational change for all four principals.

When Principal A

focuses on consciousness-raising for the entire staff, he barrages them
with information on the problem.

"You've got to fill their mailboxes

every day with information on the issue.

Any newspaper or journal

article I find, any announcement of conferences on the subject, anything
to help the faculty become aware of the problem."

He also exposes
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himself as an active learner to the faculty and con-munity.
known you read.

Share your ideas about what you’ve read.

"Make it
Teachers need

to know you’re always actively seeking ideas and solutions."

One of his

faculty members states, "He bombarded us with cooperative learning
literature as well.

He brought in consultants, loaded our mailboxes,

and gave us release time for conferences."
Shieve and Shoenheit (1987) and Chance and Grady (1990) advocate
administrators with a vision of reform, engaging their staffs in
decision-making and problem-solving to shape organizational activities,
teacher performance, and student behavior.
Principal B believes information put out to the general community
about new ideas and changes in the school is very important.
community the reasons why things are changing.

"Show the

Let them have input and

questions."
Faculty in Principal C’s school sees him as being the person who
knows where to get resources to accomplish something.
[Principal C] reads a lot.

"You know he

He knows all the cutting edge stuff.

If we

want to do something new, he gives us the red carpet treatment."
Support and Respect
A principal who shows obvious support and respect for his/her
faculty, parent, and student body creates an atmosphere of trust and
empowerment.

Once this groundwork is established, all elements of a

school community feel more comfortable in risking new ideas and thoughts
toward change.

Chance and Grady (1990) focus on shared decision-making

and faculty empowerment as a path toward educational reform.
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Principal A sees his job as "putting out the fires over new ideas
and supporting the teachers to feel comfortable with the change".
principal encourages faculty to "tinker" with new problems.

This

Principal

A, as well as all other principals, used the evaluation method as one
major individual way to indicate support and respect of a teacher who
was performing his/her job well.

Principal A describes the final phase

of his evaluation process of a faculty member by saying, "How's it
going?

How can I help you toward your goals?"

Principal A spends a lot

of time and energy thanking faculty members and conrmunity people for
their efforts.
notes".

A parent noted, "He has a whole drawer full of thank-you

One of Principal A's teachers stated, "He allowed and encour¬

aged us to experiment and he supported our experimentation.
it!"

He liked

A parent reflecting upon past experiences with the principal

stated, "I never heard him contradict anyone.
showed respect.

He might disagree, but he

He motivated parents and teachers to act the same way.

I think he enabled the teachers to give more to the kids.

He had all

these awards to give the kids who were working up to their potential.
He treated each kid fairly."
parents about Principal A.
sions.

Students also concurred with faculty and
"Now the kids are more involved in deci¬

He would try to back our decisions up.

If you had a good idea,

he would support it and find teachers to back it up and help."

The

response of "he's working on the problems" seemed to be an important
issue to the students.

A feeling of respect and being respected

threaded through the interviews with the students.
Principal B feels if you're going to "work toward changing
something, faculty and parents have to feel comfortable.

They have to
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trust.

My job is to give lots of support and encourage people to take

the risks".

She goes on to say, "Working toward change won't happen

without showing a willingness to support.

This support leads to the

generation of ideas."
Both teachers interviewed in Principal C's school responded when
asked what was the most important attribute of this principal:
like I'm in charge of my own destiny.
trying anything."
my classroom.

The other stated:

"I feel

I know I won’t be shot down for
"I'm comfortable.

I feel free to express my own opinions.

I have a say in
He allows me to

work toward my own goal."
Principal D conducts evaluations by joining with the faculty
members to discuss with them, in a positive and supportive way, which
direction they plan to take in their professional growth.
think about it themselves and choose a direction.
there on.

I just support them."

"They have to

Then it's easy from

Faculty meetings created, as one

teacher described, "a sense of empowerment".

Both faculty members

described the principal as "allowing us to self-reflect".
Respecting the faculty allowed the faculty to respect the prin¬
cipal as well as themselves.

Lightfoot (1983) states that collegiality

and sharing responsibility for important decisions can lead to more
effective education.

How the ownership for school decisions is dis¬

tributed has a huge impact on the capacity of a school to create reform,
to improve within.

She concludes that a school culture of trust, colle¬

gial ity, commitment, and respect promoted by the principal has much more
opportunity to succeed in creating reform in today's schools.

One stu¬

dent characterized Principal D as "never doing anything to make us
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excitement and, most importantly, the expectation of change.

This

element was supported by the National Commission for the Principal ship
(1991).

This study addresses the critical nature of the relationship

between principal and faculty.

The study emphasizes how critical the

"building” aspect is for the faculty to receive from the principal.
Building toward a shared vision is stated as integral.

Principal A

believes he must teach teachers how to work for and create change.
"Change is like a narcotic.
change ...

You want faculty to get used to wanting

I see my job as keeping teachers focused on their vision

and to help them develop how this change positively impacts kids."
Similar responses were garnered from the faculty of Principal B.
"She was always open to discuss change.

We began to look forward to

talking about new changes as the best part of our job."

Principal B

encouraged her faculty to take risks in thinking of new ways to work
with the student body.

"She created an openness.

When we worked

together on changes for the school, it would be all together."
Faculty of Principal C commented about his new leadership style.
"I don’t think we realized how different things could be before he
became principal.

I just had no idea how active a teacher could be in

working toward change.

He revolutionized our school in such a quiet

way."
Both faculty members of Principal C agreed that, "Principal C has
taught us to really want the excitement of change.
say ’What if?' now.

We always seem to

We get right into thinking about a new idea.

times it's exhausting, but I keep coming back for more."

Some¬
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The Element of Ownership
The second element a principal must present to his faculty is the
idea of ownership and pride in its own visions and educational results.
Faculty must feel they’re on a group mission.

Again, the National

Corrmission for the Principal ship (1991) discusses the inportance of the
principal developing the feeling of collegiality, ownership, and
involvement for faculty working toward change.

Bennis and Nanus (1985)

also speak of the role of the principal as creating a group focused
toward a goal.
Principal A states:
throat.

”No one can feel change is shoved down their

Change needs a team corrmitment.’’

Principal A's faculty member

spoke about Principal A’s efforts to build a vision together.
developed a ten-year, long range plan together."
expressed great pride in their school.
the kids.

"We

Both faculty members

"We saw an attitude change in

A lot more wanted to be there."

Faculty of Principal B stated, "We went over everything together
and revised it."

Principal C addressed why his educational dream did

not match that of the faculty.
the faculty wants.
things."

"Well, then it wouldn’t be the school

I'm here to facilitate how they want to change

One of his faculty members relates, "I think we have an

unusual school.
aspect of change.

Most of our faculty is involved in working on seme
I am proud of that".

When asked what was the most

important educational change which occurred at the school, both teachers
agreed, "teacher empowerment and shared decision making.
have this, new ideas wouldn't work.
the work".

If we didn't

It has to come from those who do
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Faculty of Principal D described the principal as "always putting
us in an environment where we were looking at what we were doing and
where we were going from there".
needs to follow its own path.

Both teachers agreed that "each school

There may be set ways to accomplish

change, but each situation varies so much.

Change is so individual".

A. Lorri Manasse (Renchler, 1991) includes organizational vision as one
of four major components necessary for reform.

This vision is based on

a systems perspective and assumes all parts of the whole are dependent
on each other to work together for change.

Sergiovanni (OSSE, 1991)

discusses how important it is that faculty have the autonomy to work
together to create their own individual vision of educational
excellence.
Surrmarv of Question Two
Faculty in all four schools related these two major issues over
and over:

a hunger for thinking about change, new ideas and visions,

and, secondly, a sense of ownership and pride in the educational
programs they created.

The presence of an educationally reform minded

principal who facilitates these two critical attitudes does encourage
faculty participation in educational reform.

Reform did occur in all

four schools and the faculty responses openly indicated the reasons why.
The "narcotic-1 ike" addiction to wanting to discuss new ideas and better
ways was paramount followed by the more subtle feeling of pride and
self-respect indicated by all faculty interviewed.
Question Three.

How does an educationally reform minded principal

encourage the involvement of students and parents?
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The seven qualities described in Question One are still integral
to the answer of Question Three.

Each one of them individually and

collectively contributes greatly to students and parents being involved
in the school.

The presence of a reform minded principal having the

above qualities also presents another incentive for parents and students
to become involved.

For students, this presence assures them a forun in

which to articulate their ideas and concerns.

For parents, this pres¬

ence of a reform minded principal gives them a sense of inclusiveness in
the school community.
Most of the literature addresses the issues of inclusiveness for
both parents and students under the heading of the school culture (OSSE,
1991).

When a principal clearly states the school’s purpose, both

parents and students accept the fact of that purpose and develop a sense
of belonging.
Parents
A parent of Principal A described the school:
negative reputation.

"Our school had a

After he (Principal A) was there a while, we began

seeing the school come together ... he had all sorts of parent groups.
We could join any one we wanted.

You could sign up to work on curric¬

ulum development, teacher selection, or other committees."

Another

said, "He provided an open atmosphere all over the building".

Parents

offered examples of evenings when they could come to the school for
various reasons to talk with the faculty.
issues."

"There was always a forum for

Another parent described the school:

spirit at our school, a sense of pride."

"We’ve got community
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A parent from Principal B's school stated:
us have free reign in the discussions.”

"She (Principal B) let

The principal always informed

parents as to what was going on in the school.

"She'd mail letters to

us so if we didn’t get to a meeting at the school, we’d still know the
news."

A parent from Principal C's school reiterated the same thing:

"If you’re not on a ccnrmittee, then you can go to meetings at the school
to find out what's going on.

He (Principal C) makes sure to mail us

important information."
Principal D was praised for her inclusion of parents in so many
areas.

"The school was constantly self-evaluating.

was always involved with teachers and parents."

She (Principal D)

Another parent clearly

stated Principal D's position, "She made a philosophically conscious
effort to make it a partnership among parents, faculty, and the ccrrmunity."

One parent said, "I felt a closeness, an accessibility.

looked genuinely to parents for feedback.
possible in the school."
school.

She

You could get as involved as

Parents were particularly proud of this

Their pride seemed to reflect the involvement they had in the

school, as well as the actual changes they had accomplished.
In each school, parents spoke clearly that the principal created a
sense of involvement with them that helped them work on positive educa¬
tional reform for the school.

The cycle of being involved, creating

change, which led to more involvement and then more change continued.
Chance and Grady (1990) reemphasized this in their discussion of five
steps toward a new vision.

Making the school vision part of the

parents' thoughts and the parents part of the school vision was most
important.
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Students
In 1987, Kouzes and Posner suggested principals ask their
students, "What does your ideal organization look like?
would you invent for yourself and your organization?".

What future
Li^itfoot (1983)

also concludes that a principal must gain the ccrrmitment of the students
in order to create reform.
Students were the most difficult group to obtain an articulate
description of their involvement in the school.

However, being able to

speak about their ideas or their concerns seemed to be the major ~actor
which led to their involvement toward any educational reform.

One stu¬

dent recounted, about Principal A, "I remember when we wanted to change
the Industrial Arts Program.
program.

He talked to the kids a lot about the old

Then he and seme of the teachers went to lots of conferences.

They really started a new program.

It’s a lot better".

When asked

about communication and student involvement, one student responded, ”-*e
sends notices heme, we can talk to him in the hall, and lots of times he
walks through our classes.
teacher to help."
school.

He lets us have new clubs if we can get a

Another student:

"We have a student cxxaxHl in our

Now the kids are more involved in decisions.

back our decisions up.

He would try to

If you had a good idea, he would support it."

Principal A's accessibility to students seemed key.
just walks through our classes.

"Lots of t*mes re

Usually he doesn’t stay, but he knows

what’s happening."
In Principal B’s school, the emphasis of all three interviews was
on Principal B's attitude.

She cared about the school, about them in

particular, and that she was indeed very open to creating change to
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better the school.

"Sometimes she met with us as a group.

We talked

about what we liked and what we didn't like about the school.
tened to us when we talked about the dress code.

She lis¬

She and the teachers

agreed to make some of the changes that we liked better."

Another

student said, "If you wanted to be a leader in the school, you could.
You could do things with the principal which had to do with making the
school better.

You could meet after school and stuff like that."

A student in Principal C's school felt that the principal was
willing to put his job on the line to support what the faculty and
students wanted.
new options."

"He helped our student-faculty group understand seme

This student felt that "every student had a chance to say

our piece about Odyssey (the new educational program).

He encouraged

the kids to visit other school programs to help them think about what
ours should be".

Another said that Principal C is "not locked up in his

office doing paperwork.

He's on all our committees".

Students in Principal D’s school talked about weekly assemblies.
"Sometimes she'd bring up an idea and she'd ask for the kids' ideas on
it.

I think she would try to make changes if the kids were unhappy."

This elementary school had a student council.
independence and we made our own rules.

"We made a declaration of

The principal always helped us

with these things."
Each student interviewed spoke about their interest in the prin¬
cipal listening to them and facilitating a way to respond to their
concerns and ideas.

Consequently, when the students felt heard or

sensed the opportunity to be heard, they appeared to respond by involv¬
ing themselves in school committees or councils.
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Surmary of Question Three
In addition to the seven critical qualities necessary for a
principal to foster educational reform, the quality necessary for
involving parents appears to be encouraging a sense of inclusiveness for
them in the school conmnunity.

For students to become involved, a sense

of being listened to created an interest on their part in working toward
change within the school.

Lightfoot (1983) perhaps states this most

poignantly when she calls for principals to captivate the strength,
richness, commitment, creativity, and risk-taking of the whole school
community as the ultimate job of a principal intent on reform.

CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

A qualitative study of four principals in Berkshire County,
Massachusetts, has been employed to investigate how principals actually
create, foster, and encourage educational reform.

An in-depth inter¬

viewing process was utilized in an attempt to define the actual
qualities or functions a principal should have in order to bring about
systemic educational reform.
Thirty-five principals, county-wide, were surveyed and asked to
name two principals who, in their opinion, have been change agents in
implementing school reform.

The four most frequently nominated prin¬

cipals were chosen to be the focus of this study.
The four principals as well as at least two faculty members, two
parents, and two students from each school were interviewed.

Faculty,

parent, and student interviewees were selected using random selection as
well as information which identified participants as people very
involved with change in the school themselves.
interviewed.

Thirty-five people were

Interview questions were used as a guide (see Appendix C,

D, E, F) in the interview process.

All participants read and signed a

written consent form (see Appendix G).
The main thrust of each interview was to seek to understand the
answer to the following three questions:
1. What qualities must a school principal possess to be a change
agent and foster reform in schools?
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2. How does the presence of an educationally reform minded
principal encourage faculty participation in educational reform?
3. How does an educationally reform minded principal encourage the
involvement of students and parents?
Interviews sought to answer these questions as well as to identify the
following:

how a principal built a group vision, how he or she

developed quality educational programs, how the principal provided a
positive instructional environment, how he or she applied evaluation
processes, how he or she analyzed and interpreted outcomes, and how the
principal maximized human resources.
The study of four principals and various faculty, parents, and
students within their schools provided the following conclusions.
The qualities necessary for a principal to foster educational
reform can be grouped into seven different headings:

communication,

facilitation, organization, high visibility/public relations, grass
roots idea support, information, and support and respect.
Faculty not only responded to these seven qualities but indicated
two more were necessary to stimulate their involvement even further.
The principal must create a hunger for change, an environment where
faculty learn to expect the opportunity to toss about ideas for change.
The second quality which fostered investment and involvement in change
was the idea of ownership and pride in the visions and results they
created.
Parents not only responded strongly to the seven initial
qualities, but rejoined even more so when the principal gave them a
feeling of inclusiveness or belonging in the school community.
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Students, while responding to the initial seven qualities, became
more invested in change in the school when they were made to feel
listened to.

When the principal set up avenues where students could

express their ideas and concerns, their participation increased.
The three research questions are intricately connected.

None of

the initial seven could operate for change without most of the others.
In addition, schools which have had a high success rate for educational
reform appear to have done so because the principal also furthered
involvement of faculty, parents, and students by demonstrating other
qualities which gave them even a deeper investment.
The four principals interviewed were deeply involved in their
positions.

While this research seems to indicate an enormous amount of

energy going into the success of these positions, we must remember these
principals were normal human beings with lives outside of their work as
well.

Although appearing somewhat extraordinary, these qualities were

not impossible to develop.

Learning about how these four principals

operated within their schools and the emphasis they placed upon these
qualities which produced educational reform should be helpful to school
principals intent on fostering reform within their own schools.
Although no interviewee was asked specifically about gender issues
with regards to specific principals, only one reference was made about a
female principal having qualities one could attribute to a man.

These

qualities were "strength, not able to be pushed around, and tough".
Gender did not appear to play a role as far as principals accomplishing
educational reform.
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Clearly, this study indicates that leadership, more than
management skills, are necessary for educational reform.

Kouzes and

Posner (1987) discuss at length how managerial responsibilities eat into
time which should be focused on leadership tasks.

The National Ccmmis-

sion for the Principal ship (1991) also cites the importance of focusing
on leadership tasks as a priority.

All four principals were emphatic

about getting the paperwork tasks done before and after school hours.
All four principals also measured up to the 1990 National Corrmission for the Principal ship Study regarding successful attempts at reform
in the following ways:
Group Vision
All worked with faculty, parents, and students, in a directed way,
toward a group vision.

These principals were described by parents,

faculty, and students alike as:

"a support person for creative ideas”,

a person who gives "lots of support and encouragement for people to take
risks", "always open to discuss change", a facilitator, but one who
"empowers others to investigate their ideas and visions", one who "helps
others have the proper knowledge to make decisions", and finally, one
who "moves and supports what we all agree on".
Quality Educational Programs
In each school, quality educational programs were developed not
only by the principal but by the educational community as a whole.

A

radically new approach was put into effect in one of the schools with
students, faculty, and parents doing the research and planning.

Another

school developed cooperative learning, and rid itself of the tracking
system.

Another developed teacher-student conferences, started a
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portfolio system, began a new industrial arts program, instituted common
planning times, school based management, and many more contemporary
ideas.

All the schools, with the support of the principal, were able to

develop quality educational programs.
Positive Instructional Environment
All interviewees indicated a positive instructional environment.
Teachers, parents, and students discussed how students appeared to be
learning in a healthful way in each school.

Oftentimes, as in the case

of Principal A, when there was a new instructional plan to be tried out
in the classroom, Principal A would find a classroom and try it out as
well.

Support and encouragement abounded in all schools where each

principal worked.
Evaluation Processes
Evaluation processes were quite similar in each school.

Prin¬

cipals focused on initial conversations which developed trust and a safe
feeling.

Teachers were then encouraged to identify areas in which they

could grow professionally.
for the teacher.

Together they cooperatively developed goals

From then on, each principal acted as a support for

the teacher in reaching the goals.

When a teacher got off track, the

principal would assist them in refocusing their goals.
Analysis and Interpretation of Outcomes
All faculty groups as well as parent committees appeared to
constantly analyze and interpret outcomes of their visions and plans.
Committees were formed to discuss changes and how they impacted upon the
students and the school community.

The down side of these meetings to
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evaluate outcomes seemed to be that, as one teacher stated, "Shared
decision-making is time consuming".
Maximizing Hunan Resources
Maximizing human resources seemed to also be a major theme in all
schools.

For example, Principal A empowers a team of his most committed

task force members to write a grant for a new program.
selves.

"We do it our¬

Our school doesn't have money to hire someone to do this job."

Principal C’s faculty is willing to teach other faculties how their
system is working through their "dog and pony shows".

Money earned from

visitors observing their new programs is used for staff development.
All faculty serves on one committee or another depending on the interest
and expertise of the individual faculty member.
Each of the four schools comfortably meet the 1991 Commission for
the Principalship's suggested qualities as outlined above.

The

qualities culled from this Berkshire County study should enhance this
prior research.
The new ground broken from this research lies in the following two
areas.

It appears, now more than in past educational history, that the

principal must not be the source of the educational vision of the
school, but must employ primarily faculty, and secondly, students and
parents, in all efforts to create and envision change.

This study

indicates that the principal's vision alone will not lead a school to
actually execute change.

Ideas must be generated by the community and

supported and facilitated by the principal if change is to occur.
The other area of difference from prior research lies in the
ability of the school principal to create an atmosphere for his/her
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faculty of looking forward to, or expecting to create change.

The

"narcotic-1 ike" effect one principal spoke of when he referred to the
anticipation for change was dominant in this research.

Faculties can

look forward to becoming energized by the expectation that they have the
ability to create change.

The statement by one faculty member that

working for change was hard, but the faculty kept coming back for more
was revealing.

Faculties appeared to be willing to work harder, put in

more hours, if the principal clearly created the opportunity, expecta¬
tion, and anticipation for change.

Reccrrmendat i ons

John McCall, from the Institute of Government at the University of
North Carolina (1988) discusses the problem of school leaders being key
players in educational reform movements.

Most principals today have

been trained for preservation and status quo, not innovation.

He states

that school committees and superintendents do not like principals who
"rock the boat".
The National Corrmission for the Principalship (1991) would argue
that this attitude is changing with the advent of site-based management
and shared decision-making working their way into schools.

However, if

reform is going to occur, setting the stage for this must occur in the
administrative training programs offered to school principals.

A quick

glance at two course catalogues (State University of New York at Albany
and University of Massachusetts, 1993) showed no courses available which
focused on the principal becoming a change agent within schools.
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Following are recorrmendations to schools of education which are
preparing principals for future leadership.
1. Schools should offer courses which teach adninistrators how to
develop the following qualities:
*

Corrmunication:

Interaction with parents, faculty, and students at

all times is imperative.
*

Facilitation:

Faculties must have avenues to work toward change.

Principals must assist them toward taking risks.

Principals must make

it "easy" for faculties to work toward change.
*

Organization:

change.

Principals must have a systematic approach toward

A prescriptive routine helps principals move quickly into

action.
*

High visibility/Public relations:

Principals must be visible

in the halls, at meetings, and in the ccnmunity at large.
*

Grass roots support:

Principals must support what their

faculties, parents, and students want in their visions of the school.
*

Information:

Principals must be well-read and be informed of the

cutting edge information in education.
*

Support and Respect:

Faculty, students, and parents must feel

that principals are empowering them and trust them to move toward
educational reform.
2. The courses offered should also reflect the following themes:
*

Managerial tasks such as paperwork and scheduling should be

confined to non-school hours.

When working toward educational reform,

leadership skills take precedence while school is in session.
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*

Faculties need to feel a sense of expectation in regards to

change.

Principals should be able to create a hunger and excitement for

creative new ideas.
*

Faculties must feel they have ownership and pride in the results

they accomp1ish.
*

Parents must feel included in the school corrmunity.

The more

parents feel included, the more effort they will put into working toward
change.
*

Students need to have a sense of being listened to in order to

involve themselves in work or participation in educational change.
Future adninistrators must be taught how to incorporate the above
methods which lead to educational change.

Practicums for school

adninistrators should also include accountability for achieving these
qualities.

Supervisors of these practicums can also then benefit by

being exposed to these new methods of fostering educational change.
3. Adninistrators presently in the field should be encouraged by
state departments of education to learn new techniques to help faculties
toward educational change.

When requirements for principals are

reviewed at the state level, additional courses which discuss these new
qualities and themes should be mandated.

The policy of grandfathering

present adninistrators will not allow for this much needed change to
occur in many schools.
4. Additional research is recorrmended in the following area:

In

this study, students were the most difficult population to grasp in
terms of their involvement with educational change.

However, students

are the focus of a school and, therefore, if they are not involved as
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much as possible in school change, education will not hit its mark.
More research into how students can play an active, educated role in
educational change is essential.

Students need not solely be the

receivers of new and innovative ideas.
in its creation.

They have a major role to play

Educating students about the process and benefits of

educational change will enhance their participation and their investment
in education.

APPENDIX A
SURVEY OF PRINCIPALS

Dear Berkshire County School Principal:
I am in the process of writing a doctoral dissertation on the
subject of the school principal's role in educational reform. My
committee has asked me to survey Berkshire County principals to
determine which two principals stand out in your mind as having created,
encouraged, or fostered educational reform in their schools.
I would appreciate it if you would fill out the enclosed card with
the names of two principals, male or female, elementary or secondary,
who you think have played a major role in educational reform.
I would appreciate having the card returned by October 20th at the
1atest.
Thank you very much for your assistance.

Sincere1y,

Elizabeth Neale

EN/mw

APPENDIX B
LETTER TO PRINCIPALS

October 15, 1992

Dear
Several weeks ago, you received a letter from me regarding a
survey involving principals and educational reform.
After feedback from Berkshire County principals by mail, your name
has been one of the most frequently mentioned.
I would like to interview you in person concerning your role as a
principal involved in fostering educational reform.
I would also like
to ask permission to use your school lists to extract a random sample of
two faculty, two students, and two parents. With your and their
consent, I would like to interview them as part of my doctoral studies.
I will be in touch with you by telephone this week and I thank you
ahead of time for your cooperation.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Neale

EN/rrw

APPENDIX C
PRINCIPAL INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE
RESEARCH QUESTION #1: What qualities must a school principal possess to
be a change agent and foster reform in schools?

1. What 1ed you to become a principal?

2. Describe yourself as a principal.
important tasks of your position?

What do you see as the most

3. How do you divide your time between being a leader and a manager?

4. How have you developed quality educational programs?

5. How do you work toward a group vision with your faculty?

6. How do you evaluate programs and faculty?

7. How do you stimulate faculty support for your ideas?

8. How do you stimulate public support?

9. How do you engage community leaders in the mission of the school?

10. How is the school's vision articulated?

11. How do you empower faculty to reflect and analyze the status quo?
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12. Describe the ccnmunications system in your school.

13. Is there time for reflection and self-analysis with your faculty
and staff?

14. Where do ideas come from in your school?

15. How do you generate support for ideas?

16. How do you generate cooperation?

17. Are you an active leader? How do you demonstrate this to faculty?
To students? To the community?

18. What are the barriers you face in trying to foster reform?

19. What are your most important goals as a principal?

20. What qualities are most important in a principal in order to
foster reform?

APPENDIX D
FACULTY INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE
RESEARCH QUESTION #2: How does the presence of an educationally reform
minded principal encourage faculty participation in educational reform?

1. How long have you worked with principal "X"?

2. What qualities stand out to you as being the most important in
this principal?

3. How does this principal affect your work in this school?

4. Describe the communications system in your school.

5. Have you participated in school decisions?

6. Have these decisions resulted in educational change?

7. Describe your participation in these decisions.

8. Who initiates issues resulting in educational change in your
school?

9. Do you feel at ease to initiate issues relating to educational
change?

APPENDIX E
STUDENT INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE
RESEARCH QUESTION #3:
How does an educationally reform minded principal
encourage the involvement of students and parents?

1.

How long have you known principal "X"?

2.

When you think of this principal, what are the qualities which
stand out to you?

3. What educational changes have you seen occur in your school?

4. Have you participated in any decisions or discussion which led to
these educational changes?
If so, please describe the process.

5. How do you, as a member of your community, view your school?

6. Does the school communicate with the community?
How?

7. How are the educational changes visible to parents and students?

8. What is the ideal role you could play in the school s movement
toward educational reform?

.

9

How does the faculty participate in decisions or discussion toward
educational change?

APPENDIX F
PARENT INTERVIEW QUESTIONNAIRE
RESEARCH QUESTION #3:
How does an educationally reform minded principal
encourage the involvement of students and parents?

1. How long have you known principal "X"?

2. What are the qualities of this principal which stand out to you?

3. What educational changes have you seen at this school?

4. Have you participated in any decisions or discussion which led to
these changes?
If so, please describe the process.

5. How does the principal corrmunicate with parents?
As a group?

Individually?

6. Are parents involved in issues concerning educational reform?
How?

.

7

What is the ideal role you could have as a parent regarding
educational change?

APPENDIX G
CONSENT FORM

I agree to participate in the research study conducted by
Elizabeth Neale, a student in the doctoral program in the School of
Education at the University of Massachusetts.
I understand that this
research explores the role of the school principal in fostering
educational reform.
I have been informed that my interviews will be kept confidential
and that all names or identifying references will be changed.
I
understand that the interviews may be tape recorded and transcribed and
that resulting information may be used in a dissertation, research
articles, or related academic work.
I understand that if I am uncomfortable with the interviewing
process that I can withdraw from the study at any time.
Should I choose
to withdraw, all information will be destroyed.
I understand that I may have access to any written materials
derived from this study.
I understand that there is no monetary
compensation for participating in this research.
I understand I am free
to participate or not to participate without prejudice.
I have read the above statements and discussed them to my
satisfaction with Elizabeth Neale.
I agree to participate in this study
under the conditions stated above.

Date

Signature of Participant

Signature of

Interviewer
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